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upfront | president’s message

WWelcome to our Winter edition of PeopleTalk. i hope 
you took the time over the holiday season to enjoy the 
special time with family and friends. It sometimes seems 
we get so ‘busy’ during the year that the holidays serve 
as a reminder of just how valuable the people in our lives 
truly are—even for those of us in HR! 

As they say, quality time with family and friends is 
truly ‘priceless’. That said, there is a definite price tag 
attached to finding and keeping quality people in the 
workplace. As per the cover, “Hire Standards: Better Fit”, 
our focus is fixed on recruitment, one of the base tenets 
of any strategic human resources plan. 

In thinking about this very important element, one 
could play on words a bit and say “Higher Standards: 
Better Fit”, but I wonder if ‘smarter’ is more appropri-
ate. I have discussed recruitment processes with many 
HR professionals and a lot of small business owners over time and it amazes me that 
there are still so many businesses out there that do not have a robust standard for base 
recruitment—to say nothing of factoring ‘fit’ into the equation.

How do you go about ensuring the fit for your organization? The use of psychological 
testing has had its proponents and opponents over the business cycles, but how does one 
really measure personality traits? More elementary to the successful fit of any recruit is 
considering those traits which best define the core character of your business. Especially 
for critical hires, such as senior leadership and team vacancies, fit is a key component.

Ultimately, finding the right fit is more of an art than a science. There are those who 
will roll their eyes at this statement and I recognize the challenges to the statement. 
True, there are demographics to consider, economics to factor and technologies to be 
advantaged. Nonetheless, there is an art to targeting and ensuring the ongoing success 
of the right hire. As explored within, that art is most definitely tied to organizational 
culture. What defines your culture?

Finding out your present state in your demographic base is fundamental; then the 
challenge is to determine your desired future state. What lies between that future and 
organizational success are smart hires.

As we all know, while people are an organization’s greatest asset; the opposite holds 
equally true. Every hire carries costs and consequences; each potential hire represents 
one of the most critical decisions you will make—for better or worse. While some roles 
are more directly related to business success, all impact your business. 

What’s your story and how does it impact your recruitment efforts? It’s a question 
worth keeping in mind as you enjoy the articles in this issue. 
 

Mike Cass, CHRP
President, BC HRMA
president@bchrma.org

Mike Cass, CHRP

The Art of the Hire

mailto:president@bchrma.org
http://www.canadianhrpress.ca
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editor’s message

W
Fit for Future Success
When the recruitment theme for this issue Was tabled, 
it was agreed that “Hire Standards” was a clever play 
on words. There was more concern about the word  
‘fit’ and absolutely no idea what would anchor our  
cover at the time. As with every New Year, each issue of 
PeopleTalk brings its learnings and I now have a syllabus 
of substitutes for ‘fit’. None of them sprung to mind 
when Ziptrek’s photos arrived.

It fit. Better yet, it works. 
Thanks to Ziptrek’s senior zipline guide Victoria 

Lopez for so obviously loving what she does; it’s hard 
to imagine a more winning employee endorsement. 
As for the visual metaphor? It takes “Hire Standards:  
Better Fit” to higher level, and marks the welcome 
return of a smiling face to the cover of PeopleTalk. 

Call it recruiting happiness, call it what you will, but, rest assured, the time 
taken to define ‘fit’ as it best works for your business is time well spent. The tie 
between clearly communicated culture, recruitment and success is serious business. 
As explored in Brenda Jacobsen’s cover story (p. 20), while the vocabulary varies, 
the recruitment results speak volumes for those who live the practice.

As per the regionally-rooted input that fills this issue’s People and Perspectives 
(p. 12), HR may have a greater recruitment toolkit than ever, but the challenges 
remain. As for those now looking for the perfect picture to post to Facebook, Dawn 
Longshaw offers “A Healthy Cynic’s View of Social Media Recruiting” (p. 42). While 
the technologies continue to evolve myriad opportunities, the core of recruitment 
remains intact.

Those organizations whose narrative success is organic set both a benchmark 
and serve as a bellwether for better business models. As per Eitan Sharir’s article, 
“The Expectation of Excellence” (p. 18) is just the beginning of creating a high-
performance culture capable of attracting A-team calibre recruits. 

For all of us, there is work to be done, much of it requiring fresh perspec-
tive. In other cases, geography and demographics create a distinctly different  
challenge - finding anyone to work at all. And while Jennifer Gerves-Keen and Jock  
Finlayson approach the topic with different tones, that “Skills Mismatch (are) a 
Growing Concern” (p. 46) is a knowing truth. “New Modes of Thinking Are 
Required” (p. 16)—especially regarding the more outlying regions of the province. 

Without a doubt, money matters as much as narrative. Since there are many 
ways to communicate the value of any offer, Peter Saulnier and Vincent Chow  
provide a road map to “Maximize the Value of Total Rewards in Your Hiring  
Process” (p. 48). Moreover, as tracked by HR metrics and explored by Ian Cook, the 
matter of “Supply and Demand” (p. 30) as it relates to ‘time to hire’, shows seasonal 
variance. 

How does all of this impact your organization?
Admittedly, there is no silver bullet, no magic formula for recruitment.  

Regardless—you’re likely to find something that fits.

Jason McRobbie
editor, PeopleTalk
jasonmcr@telus.net

Jason McRobbie

 Photo: ???????????????
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contributors

Jennifer Gervès-Keen
“yesterday’s Model: new Modes 
of thinking Required” p. 16

Jennifer Gervès-Keen, M.A. (jgkonline.
com) is a talented facilitator, speaker 
and professional coach with over 15 
years experience helping organizations 
and individuals become more effective. 

Using a variety of delivery methods, Jennifer is highly successful 
in resolving workplace issues through an organizational develop-
ment and coaching approach, and helping organizations, teams 
and individuals become aligned to themselves and their strategic 
goals. She is the President of the Board of the Canadian Women 
Voters Congress, and is a Board member of XYBoom, a non-profit 
dedicated to intergenerational research and action.

Dawn Longshaw
“A Healthy cynic’s view of social 
Media” p. 42
Dawn has been a professional recruiter 
since 1989, bringing a wealth of sales 
and marketing experience gained from 
her prior career to the table at Vertical 
Bridge (verticalbridge.ca). As a Vancou-
ver-based recruitment consultant, she takes pride in building syn-
ergistic long-term relationships; getting to know the nature of her 
clients’ businesses and the issues they will face in order to provide 
a comprehensive solution in the human capital component nec-
essary for their corporate success. An accomplished speaker, Dawn 
is active in many professional associations, including as a mentor 
with the Minerva Foundation for BC Women.

Maureen Campbell 
“cHRp growing Brand 
Recognition” p. 40

Maureen Campbell, communications 
manager at CCHRA (cchra.ca), advo-
cates the value of the CHRP designa-
tion from a national standpoint by 

promoting and ensuring the understanding of the designation 
and of CCHRA, including its values, missions and goals. With 
more than 15 years in marketing and communications, Maureen 
has worked in both the public and private sectors in a variety 
of roles including marketing and communications manager,  
creative director, webmaster, and graphic designer. Maureen has 
been writing for PeopleTalk since she joined CCHRA in 2011.

Eitan Sharir
“creating a culture of  
excellence” p. 18
Based in Vancouver, BC, Eitan Sharir 
is a highly respected business advi-
sor, corporate culture and leadership 
coach, accomplished keynote speaker 
and founder of Dynamic Achievement 

Group (dynamicachievement.com), an organization committed 
to corporate leadership excellence. Eitan provides clients with a 
distinctly unique approach to corporate culture and leadership 
management, ultimately leading to higher levels of leadership 
performance. Since 1994, Eitan has worked with thousands of 
corporate leaders and their respective teams in various industries 
all over the world. His methodologies and corporate programs are 
proven to be highly effective, as is evidenced by extraordinary 
results and countless, appreciative testimonials. 

Jock Finlayson
“skills Mismatch a growing 
concern” p. 46
Jock Finlayson is executive vice presi-
dent and chief policy officer at the 
Business Council of British Columbia  
(bcbc.com), an organization repre-
senting 250 large and mid-size BC  
companies and affiliated industry associations that together 
account for approximately one-quarter of all jobs in the province. 
In this capacity he directs the Council’s work on economic, fiscal, 
tax, environmental, regulatory and human capital issues of inter-
est to the province’s business community. Jock previously served 
as vice president of research at the Canadian Council of Chief 
Executives. Since 2007, he has served on the Board of Directors 
of the Bank of Canada.

Peter Saulnier, CHRP and Vincent Chow
“Are you Maximizing your total Rewards?” p. 48

Peter (Peter.Saulnier@LoganHR.com) and Vincent (Vincent.
Chow@LoganHR.com) are partners with Logan HR Management 
Inc., a consulting firm specializing in career transition (outplace-
ment), compensation, and performance management. Peter 
has consulted in many areas of human resources, specializing 
in career transition, compensation, and organization develop-
ment. He has consulted in the US, Europe and Asia, and speaks 
regularly on a wide range of HR and business issues. Vincent has 
worked in human resources for almost 20 years, with a focus on 
compensation, career structure development, and performance  
management. He was previously the Director Total Rewards 
for a large, diverse North American company which received  
numerous top employer awards.

Each issue of PeopleTalk draws upon the HR expertise 
of our Advisory Council and the editorial acumen of 
thought-leading professionals. Here are just a few of 
the contributors whose insights and efforts bring a 
higher standard to Winter 2012.

http://jgkonline.com/
http://jgkonline.com/
www.verticalbridge.ca
http://www.cchra.ca/en/
http://dynamicachievement.com/
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mailto:Peter.Saulnier@LoganHR.com
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upfront and online

Managers commonly seek out “team building” sessions 
for their staff. They want a fix for low morale, falling pro-
ductivity, strained working relationships and tension; but 
team building is not the key to better productivity and team 
interaction. What is needed is team alignment. 
hrvoice.org/keeping-workers-at-work-managing- 
absenteeism-in-the-workplace/

Team Building Won’t Fix the Team

The B.C. Employment Standards Act restricts the 
range of permissible payroll deductions. Aside 
from the so-called statutory deductions (income 
tax, Canada Pension Plan premiums, and 
Employment Insurance premiums), the range of 
permissible deductions is very narrow.
hrvoice.org/employees-are-not-responsible-for-
theft/

Employees Are Not Responsible for Theft 

Employers, large and small, are struggling to understand 
and navigate the ubiquitous use of mobile devices and 
worker expectations that being in touch, regardless of the 
environment, is an inalienable right. Considering that cell 
phone use, let alone smart phone technology, has only pro-
liferated in the past several years, it is understandable that 
managers have been taken by surprise with its demand and 
invasiveness. But the universal question has become, “How 
to you manage it?”
hrvoice.org/managing-smart-phone-use-in-todays-work-
place-a-five-step-process-part-one/

Managing Smart Phone Use in Today’s Workplace:  
A Five-Step Process (Part One) 

From the time they drive off in the morning 
until they set their feet back in their homes, 
Canadians spend on average 10.5 hours of their 
day at work or commuting. With so much of an 
individual’s day dedicated to work activities, the 
workplace has become a critical setting for health 
promotion.
hrvoice.org/fit-wellness-into-your-workplace/

Fit Wellness into Your Workplace 

BC HRMA Linkedin Weighs In... 
On Applicant Tracking Systems

Eileen Peterson asks: Are we really facing 
a huge talent gap, or are Applicant Tracking 
Systems filtering out otherwise qualified 
candidates? What are your thoughts?  

I admit I was a fan of using an ATS, but now 
that I’m on the other end of the job search I 
have growing doubts that its use produced 
the best candidate pool. After applying for 
more than 20 HR roles for which I am well 
qualified without a single call from a pro-
spective employer, I’m beginning to won-
der. This process has made me curious about 
the prevailing wisdom that we have a bona 
fide talent gap and a high rate of unemploy-
ment at the same time that we’ve seen the 
increasing use of ATSs. Coincidence? 

Barb Schimnowsky responds: The nu-
ances you can pick up from actually read-
ing a candidate’s cover letter and resume 
can never be replaced by an ATS. I’ve heard 
from many people who apply for positions 
with organizations that use these and they 
never get a call...I shake my head.

Kellie Auld responds: I must admit that 
I am not a huge fan of ATS for the inflex-
ibility... For the most part, applicants are 
not able to make contact with a ‘human’ to 
talk to with respect to how you may qualify 
for a position and as noted in the article, 
even if you do get through to someone, you 
don’t have the opportunity for a real con-
versation about your credentials because 
if the ATS screened you out, the recruiter 
(while acknowledging you have the skills) 
will just refer back to the information from 
the computer generated report.

Edward Wu responds: The main issue  
I see with ATS is not only can it filter people 
out of contention for a job, it can also fil-
ter in people who may not be necessarily 
qualified. There is some evidence that some 
people know or were taught to place cer-
tain keywords into their resumes for ATS to 
pickup on, and thus the system will screen 
the person in because ATS has picked up on 
those keywords. 

Top BC HRMA Tweets
Questions about your CHRP Recertification 
Log? Our new recertification resources can 
help: ht.ly/fwzau
 
@HRMetricsSrvs reaches 100 participants! 
Learn more about the service and who you 
can benchmark against. ht.ly/fwz1e 

MT @Forbes: best, non-awkward ways  
to start/end networking conversations  
bit.ly/10wCxG5 

By  Rob er t  Wendover 

By  Pam Paquet

By  Rob er t  Smi thson 
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By  Sue Mac Pha i l

Employee participation and performance leads to profits, 
as demonstrated by companies with high levels of engage-
ment. What follows is a road map to help your organiza-
tion join their ranks. It’s not about annual surveys, reward 
catalogues, or initiatives that circle engagement but don’t 
deliver. It’s about results. 
hrvoice.org/employee-engagement-a-roadmap/

Employee Engagement: A Roadmap 
By  Dav id  B ator 

http://www.hrvoice.org/keeping-workers-at-work-managing-absenteeism-in-the-workplace/
http://www.hrvoice.org/keeping-workers-at-work-managing-absenteeism-in-the-workplace/
http://www.hrvoice.org/employees-are-not-responsible-for-theft/
http://www.hrvoice.org/employees-are-not-responsible-for-theft/
http://www.hrvoice.org/managing-smart-phone-use-in-todays-workplace-a-five-step-process-part-one/
http://www.hrvoice.org/managing-smart-phone-use-in-todays-workplace-a-five-step-process-part-one/
http://www.hrvoice.org/fit-wellness-into-your-workplace/
http://ht.ly/fwzau
http://ht.ly/fwz1e
http://bit.ly/10wCxG5
http://www.hrvoice.org/employee-engagement-a-roadmap/
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people & perspectives

Jennifer Billingsley, CHRP

HR consultant,  
Thompson Rivers University
An HR consultant for Thompson Rivers  
University, Jennifer Billingsley, CHRP has 
worked in both public and private sectors,  
giving her a broad perspective of different  
business approaches. Having tied for the 
highest score on the NPPA exam, Jennifer 
also works with various students and groups 
to prepare the practitioners of tomorrow and 
gain fresh insight. Jennifer also serves as 
the communications chair for BC HRMA’s  
Central Interior Advisory Council.

A: Effective recruitment begins with 
organizations knowing what their needs 
are. First, identify the gap that exists and 
understand what skills and abilities are 
required. Second, create an appropriate 
role description. Third, identify who your 
ideal candidate may be. For example, is it 
a seasoned professional or someone who is 
just starting in that field? 

To ensure fit for the organization the 
candidate should share the company’s 
values. Once you have identified who the 
ideal candidate is, create an advertisement 
that will speak to those specific applicants, 
highlighting those similar values, and 
the skills and abilities needed. Advertise 
where this pool of candidates will likely 
be looking. For example, if you are hiring 
a professor, academic journals for the area 
of study will likely be successful. 

Recruitment can often be a knee jerk 
reaction, which is a costly mistake. When 
organizations are thoughtful through  
this process, they will see higher levels  
of success. 

Q: What have you found to be the most effective 
means of recruitment for organizations today?”
Kael Campbell 

 
president,  
Red Seal Recruiting Ltd
A BC HRMA member since 2000, Kael  
Campbell is the President of Red Seal Recruiting 
Solutions Ltd, a leading trades and industrial 
management recruiting employment agency 
in Victoria. Red Seal services clients across  
Canada, including the mining, utility, manu-
facturing, construction and industrial sectors. 
Kael’s bachelor in business administration 
from Simon Fraser University is complemented 
by a concentration in HR management and a 
specialization in social psychology.

A: According to Charles Duhigg, bestsell-
ing author of The Power of Habit, we need to 
change our habits if we want to change our 
organizations. For recruiters this means 
developing habits that sustain recruit-
ing. In order for a habit to be formed we 
need a cue, routine and reward. Logging 
in to Facebook is one such habit: cued by 
email alerts or a smart phones vibrating, 
we routinely look at friends posts and are 
rewarded with funny posts or photos. 

At Red Seal our most successful recruit-
ing tool is our email job alerts. We use 
them to help candidates form a new habit. 
We provide candidates a steady stream of 
interesting job ads and updates through 
email marketing; each email serves as a 
cue. Emails are sent on a regular basis to 
make opening the emails, and visiting 
our website or Facebook page routine. The 
reward for candidates? Regular updates 
and information about jobs, the ability to 
share exciting opportunities with colleges’, 
alumni and co-workers and the ultimate 
reward—the potential of a new career.

Nick Melemenis

labour relations specialist,
Sun-Rype Products
As labour relations specialist for Sun-Rype 
Products in Kelowna, Nick Melemenis’ focus 
is primarily on grievance management, 
attendance management and recruitment. 
Currently sitting on the BC HRMA Souther 
Interior Advisory Council, Nick also assists 
the Central Okanagan Foundation with HR 
projects. Dynamic and personable, he secured 
his business degree in human resources from 
the Okanagan School of Business, along 
with a diploma in Hotel Management from  
SAIT—and is currently working on the CHRP 
designation.

A: The most effective means of recruit-
ment for organizations today includes 
endorsements and recommendations—
along with the power of technology. This 
process of recruiting may be an age old 
process, but in today’s world this it has 
exploded. The recruitment process can 
extend much further beyond those you 
work with or those you see in the industry. 
Technology has made this process much 
more efficient and streamlined. 

Many positions at Sun-Rype Products 
have been filled using both: through 
industry endorsements or internal rec-
ommendations, whether it was word of 
mouth, or through a leading industry 
technological tool such as LinkedIn. 

Our staff is our front line resource 
regarding filling vacancies. Beyond our 
staff, BC has a strong network of HR pro-
fessionals and we utilize that network. The 
ability of communicate with contacts has 
never been easier. 
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Q: What have you found to the most effective 
means of recruitment for organizations today?”

Barb Schimnowsky

managing director,
WestView Executive Search Ltd.
Barb Schimnowsky is a certified management 
consultant and managing director of WestView 
Executive Search Ltd. in Vancouver. With over 
20 years experience in executive search and 
recruit-ment, Barb has assisted many organi-
zations by recruiting top-quality candidates 
across a broad spectrum of industries and 
functions. A BC HRMA member and active 
contribu- tor to her profession, Barb’s volun-
teerism has ranged from authoring the HR 
Guide For Community Sport for 2010 Legacies 
Now to ongoing support of the major gifts com-
mittee for Canuck Place Children’s Hospice.

A: Depending on the position you’re 
recruiting, social media can be very effec-
tive in identifying candidates, but not 
necessarily the best candidates. Profiles 
are often dated, costs can be high, and you 
can be perceived as trying to poach staff. 

When hiring executive, senior man-
agement, or skilled professionals, identi-
fying passive candidates is still the most 
effective method. The in-depth research 
identifying sources and the proactive and 
personal contact with individuals has 
proven time and again that it works. 

This is why an employee referral pro-
gram is also a powerful recruitment tool. 
Individuals familiar with your organiza-
tion identify top prospects not in a job-
search mode, assess their suitability to 
your culture, and personally sell them on 
the opportunity. Augment your employee 
referral program with external resources 
and you’ll have a recruitment process that 
will yield high quality, high impact hires.

Sabrina Mowbray, CHRP

 
corporate HR coordinator,  
Sinclar Group Forest Products Ltd.
Sabrina Mowbray brings energy to all she 
does, including her role with Sinclair Group 
Forest Products in Prince George where her 
focus is on aligning the 50 year old company’s 
business strategy with the history and values 
of the organization. Always playing an active 
role within the com- munity, Sabrina recently 
joined the Community Employer Partnership 
board in order to work towards attracting, 
retaining and engaging tal- ent in the North—
and serves as post-secondary liaison and men-
toring program co-ordinator for the BC HRMA 
Northern Advisory Council.

A: Recruitment in today’s world must 
be approached in a holistic manner. It is 
important to fully define and understand 
the needs of the organization, as well 
as its culture and values. In addition to 
having the required technical skills and  
experience, potential employees must 
have the capacity to be fully engaged and 
to contribute positively to our team.

A proactive focus is essential. Recruit-
ment needs to be continuous—an ongoing 
process of networking, building relationships 
and creating a talent pool for future needs. I 
strive to understand what it is that motivates 
the desired candidates and target my efforts.

Embracing today’s multicultural and 
multi-generational labour market, I inte-
grate everything from traditional methods 
to social media. Working with post-sec-
ondary institutions and participating in 
job fairs, I collaborate with other employ-
ers and community organizations with 
complimentary strategies and initiatives.

Workplace
English
Upgrading

Practical, low cost 
English programs 
tailored to your 
employees’ 
language needs. 

Business English and
Canadian Soft Skills 
programs for individual 
employees and groups

Delivered at your workplace, or 
at our language school, 
our program is highly flexible 
and operates on a cost-recovery 
basis to offer you the lowest 
possible rates.

Half-day workshops 
for managers on 
effective cross cultural 
communication

604 684 2561 ext.1182
camilla.dietrich@issbc.org
issbc.org/employers/training

ESL industry leaders for over 25 years

http://www.issbc.org/employers/training
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members’ corner

“Inspire. Influence. Innovate.” 
For over half a century, visionaries, 

economists, business leaders and HR  
professionals have gathered to create a  
singular experience at the largest HR event 
in Western Canada.

With the new year upon us, the 51st 
Annual BC HRMA Conference is just 
around the corner on May 1-2, 2013 in 
Vancouver. For the past year, the various 
organizing committees, headed by confer-
ence chair Nic Tsangarakis, have looked 
at what makes the experience such an  
ongoing success for so many. Unsurpris-
ingly, people play a big part.

Ultimately, the annual BC HRMA  
conference is all about experiencing ‘a-ha 
moments’: exploring new perspectives on 
timely and relevant topics, learning about 
the latest industry advancements and 
sharing the camaraderie of people who 
share your passions and interests. 

As conference/event manager for  
BC HRMA, I know how much energy has 
been poured into the creation of this year’s  
roster of speakers and schedule of events, 
and what value it offers for those who plan 
to attend —even more so for those who take 
advantage of the early-bird registration.

While I look forward to sharing 
more details of Conference 2013, in 
the meantime I encourage you to visit  
bchrma.org/conf2013 — and stay tuned 
to www.HRVoice.org for the Conference 
Insider blog with regular updates. If you 
have not already, you can check out this 
year’s outstanding plenary presenters 
highlighted in this issue of PeopleTalk’s 
centre-spread. 

For the moment though, I would like to 
share a few tips on how to make the most 
of your conference experience:

1. Put Conference Into Action
Enter conference with a mindset primar-
ily towards action, not ideas. 

When you get home set up an action 
plan with a timeline and milestones out-
lining when and how you will take steps 
to act on specific ideas and information.

2. Plan Ahead: Enhance the Investment
Create a short list of hot topics that are 
most important to you and your team. 
What are you trying to create, bring to 
life or solve? Having this direction with 
help keep you focused and engaged at  
conference.

Attending a conference is a big invest-
ment of time and money—so do your 
homework. Research the speakers, get 
involved in related social media activities, 
plan networking events, and make a list 
of people or suppliers that you want to  
connect with. 

Think about what you want to learn 
and take away, and plan your agenda 
accordingly. 

3. Branch Out: Network Effectively
Attending conferences with colleagues or 
old friends is great— just don’t fall into easy 
pattern of spending all of your time with 
them. Make a conscious effort to meet new 
people and make the most of your time. 

Many find it difficult to talk to strang-
ers, but rest assured, people come to  
Conference to connect with new faces and 
ideas alike. Make a habit of introducing 
yourself to the people surrounding you 
whenever you sit down. Just remember to 
be an active listener. Be focused, let go of 
assumptions and balance the amount of 
time spent in sessions and networking.

Since BC HRMA Conference 2013 has its 
very own Twitter hashtag (#HRMA2013), 
you can begin to connect well beforehand. 
Social media and online discussions are 
great ways to connect with new and old 
contacts in preparation for conference.

Moreover, choose sessions that intro-
duce you to new ideas and challenge your 
thinking rather than attending those 
where you feel most comfortable; seeking 
validation is no substitute for allowing 
yourself to be introduced to new or differ-
ent practices and perspectives.

4. Avoid Conference Overload 
There is a lot of information and inspira-
tion coming your way. Keep your mind 

fresh by taking care of your body and mind. 
Remember to eat and drink, rest, stretch, 
wear comfortable shoes and dress in layers.

At the end of each session, take a few 
minutes to reflect and make a note of your 
top takeaways. Note taking should be 
short and simple. Record key notes, ideas 
or quotes that resonate with you or moti-
vate you to action—just don’t try to record 
the exact words of the speaker. 

5. Be an HR Ambassador
Remember, not everyone gets the oppor-
tunity to attend. Ask colleagues about 
their greatest challenges and specific 
needs, then actively seek information on 
their behalf at Conference 2013. This will 
not only help you be more engaged and 
purposeful at conference, but provide you 
with plenty of ‘takeaway’ value to share.

And while you are at Conference, keep 
that sharing in mind. Be a good contact – 
give ideas, suggestions and referrals freely, 
as this adds to everyone’s experience.

6. Own YOUR Conference Experience
It all comes down to this: be an active 
participant in your own learning experi-
ence. Ask questions, have fun and actively 
pursue your personal goals and objectives. 
Determine how to make the best use of 
your time (tradeshow, networking events, 
sessions, etc.), and remember, the most 
valuable information or connections may 
come outside of scheduled sessions, so be 
flexible.

This is your Conference. The more 
effort you put into your experience, the 
greater your rewards.

I hope to see you in Vancouver for  
BC HRMA’s 51st Annual Conference & 
Tradeshow, May 1-2, 2013. 

BC HRMA Conference 2013: 
Six Tips to Inspire, Influence, Innovate
By Er in  Eng s t rom

http://www.bchrma.org/conference/
www.bchrma.org/conf2013
www.HRVoice.org
http://twitter.com/bchrma


The road to better health

We care about the health of your employees. That’s why we’ve introduced a new health 
resource site called My Good Health. Accessed through CARESnet, the site is full of valuable 
and credible health information that will help your employees get on the road to better health.

Heading down  
an unhealthy path?
It’s not too late to change direction.

™®  Pacific Blue Cross, the registered trade-name of PBC Health Benefits Society, is an independent licensee of the Canadian Association of Blue Cross Plans. BC Life is the registered trade-name of British Columbia Life & Casualty Company, a wholly-
owned subsidiary of Pacific Blue Cross. Blue, CARESnet and The colour of trust are the registered trade-marks of the Canadian Association of Blue Cross Plans, an association of independent Blue Cross Plans, and are used under license to Pacific Blue 
Cross.  My Good Health is a trade-mark owned by Pacific Blue Cross. Only Pacific Blue Cross/BC Life can change the information in this document. Any other modification is strictly prohibited. 0337   02/11       CUPE 1816

http://www.pac.bluecross.ca
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leadership

By  J enn i fe r  G er vè s - Ke en

O
ur organiz ational models  
are not working; as HR profes-
sionals we should not be sur-
prised—merely prepared. What 

does organizational change have to do 
with effective recruitment and retention? 
Everything.

We are hearing constantly about our 
current/upcoming labour shortage, and 
even though we are not yet experienc-
ing the large retirement wave as initially 
expected, the challenges facing quality, rel-
evant recruitment practices and employee 
retention issues are greater than ever.

Recruiting Tomorrow Today
A perfect example of this is Northern BC, 
a region which is, and will be, a key rev-
enue generator for this province over the 
next five years and beyond. Prince George 
alone will need 20,000 people added to 
their workforce within the next two years 
to keep up with employer demand. 

The next two years is not long-term 
planning—it’s now.

Another example is our resource sec-
tor. “Even if we employ all the people who 
are employable in Canada we’re still going 
to be very short (on) workers”, commented 
David Bazowski, chair, BC Task Force: 
Mineral Exploration, Mining, Stone, Sand 
& Gravel in his recent report delivered to 
the mining industry in BC. 

The Mining Industry Human Resources 
Council report went further, suggesting that, 
“Just as mines have 25-year mining plans, 
they should also have 25-year HR plans”.

Adapting to What Matters Now
In Gary Hamel’s thought-provoking book, 
What Matters Now, he states: “We live in 
a world that seems to be all punctuation 
and no equilibrium, where the future is 
less and less an extrapolation of the past. 
Change is multifaceted, relentless, sedi-
tious, and occasionally shocking. In the 
maelstrom, long-lived political dynasties, 
venerable institutions, and hundred-year-
old business models are all at risk”.

Our marketplace, our HR landscape, 
even our values, have been subjected to 
major change over the past five years—
and it is just the beginning of even greater 
change. Organizations are becoming 
divided, not necessarily generationally, 
but by adaptability. 

There are those who desire and  
welcome change, and those who do not.

Yesterday’s Model vs.  
Today’s Challenges
”Job-hopping” is on the rise, even within 
our relatively flat economy; knowledge 
transfer is becoming a key concern for 
organizations, and succession planning is 
becoming very challenging as the younger 
members of the workforce do not want to 
rise to the top under the current paths 
available to them. 

How do we work within the context 
of these challenges as HR professionals 
so that there will actually be qualified, 
capable and motivated people to run our 
organizations in 10, 20 or 30 years’ time?

Many of the younger employees being 
considered for “grooming” are simply not 
interested in either climbing the rungs, let 
alone taking the reins. By and large, they 
are not seeing happy, balanced, family-
friendly people at the top of the proverbial 
ladder—and the role models they are look-
ing for don’t seem to exist in our current 
structures. 

We have respected businesses and 
institutions working within antiquated 
models and anachronistic mindsets that 
simply cannot respond to the force and 
flux of current human resources needs; 
how can they be effective in retaining a 
productive employee base?

Asking Questions,  
Assessing Resilience
Employers need to be asking themselves 
some hard questions. How can we effec-
tively recruit qualified employees through 
limited online systems? Can we find a 
productive, time-effective system that 
lets us sort through all those resumes by 
hand? How do we train our hiring staff to 
look beyond immigrant education, look 
beyond age groups, demographics or any 
other subjective trait, and actually evalu-
ate someone based solely on their skills 
and values? How do we discover some-
one’s true values through an interview 
process?

Moreover, with the average job length 
now dwindled to 18-24 months, how 
effective are the opportunities we offer? 
If an organization can’t offer develop-
ment or promotion due to the structure or 
nature of the business, it is going to have a 
tough time competing for top talent.

As opposed to looking at potential 
employees by age group or education, 
employers need to be taking a good look 
at individual’s values and attitudes to see 
how resilient (or resistant) they are to con-
stantly changing benchmarks, goal posts 
and long-term visions; what is sought is 
that built-in flexibility that provides com-
petitive edge in today’s market.

Adaptive Leadership Required
Our organizations need to be adaptable 
in ways that they may have never expe-
rienced before; many are simply not 
equipped as yet. In order to successfully 
adapt, we need to be prepared to take risks, 
factor feedback and forge ahead fully aware 
that a failure to do otherwise is no longer 
an option. Troublingly, the deep cultural 
and organizational shifts that need to hap-
pen are being practiced by few, and while 
grassroots innovations do occur, the most 
critical support is from the top.

Innovative and flexible leadership is 
critical; our organizational leaders need 
to show the way by allowing people to try 

Yesterday’s Model? 
(New Modes of Thinking Required)

“Our organizations 
need to be  
adaptable”
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– and potentially fail – new ways of work-
ing, and by visibly showing their support 
to those who are pushing innovation 
within their organizations.

The demographic shifts that Canadian 
society is currently experiencing impact 
much more than our potential retire-
ment numbers, or the diversity of our 
workforce. People want trust, they want 
transparency, and they want a bigger say, 
whether it’s in our political institutions, 
within their work environment, or simply 
through online comments or debate.

Youth, Immigrants and First Nations
There are three key areas, from a recruit-
ment perspective, that are crucial to BC’s 
future economic success, and those are 
our youth, our immigrant population, 
and our First Nations communities. 

There are under-utilized immigrants 
in our province – and across our coun-
try – who came here after being sold on 
the Canadian business model. Not many 
are even working in the industry they are 
trained in, let alone at an equivalent level 
based on their past experience. 

There are young people, apparently the 
most anxious age group in Canada, many 
of who are well-educated, yet un-or-under-
employed, and who still, for the most part, 
show no desire to move out of the Lower 
Mainland. 

Then, there are the First Nations com-
munities facing unemployment rates more 
than double those in non-Aboriginal com-
munities according to BC Stats. Moreover, 
their under-25 population in Canada is 
growing at triple the rate of the Canadian 
non-Aboriginal demographic.

There is opportunity.

Good Enough... Will Not Be
For the organizations that take an honest 
look at the challenges facing them now 
and in the years to come, there are amaz-
ing opportunities to build successful, 
vibrant and exciting professional commu-
nities that will be able to dance with (not 
around) whatever comes their way. 

For all the other organizations who 
believe that “the way we’ve always done 
it” is good enough, best of luck. 

Jennifer Gervès-Keen, M.A. (jgkonline.com) 
is a talented facilitator, speaker and profes-
sional coach with over 15 years experience 
helping organizations and individuals. 

we do more than just listen.   
striving to understanding what makes your company 

different is what makes our company different.  

experience the difference of proven recruitment strategies, 
exceptional prescreening, and personalized service.  

take the first step.
visit miles.ca :: call 604.694.2500

experience experience.

......

Senior Software Developer

Marketing Specialist

Director of HR

.....

......

....

Controller

mailto:jgkonline.com
http://www.montridge.com
http://www.miles.ca
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leadership

By  E i t an  Shar i r

A
s a leader, you don’t head  
to work every day intending to 
achieve mediocre results. None-
theless, are you inadvertently 

setting mediocre expectations through 
your actions or focus? Unfortunately, this 
is a trap that snags many organizational 
and business leaders.

Are You Empowering  
Low Performance?
As any teacher can tell you, it’s easy to 
focus on the problem children in the 
classroom, while the high performers go 
unnoticed. If you work in management or 
human resources, you know that low per-
formers are a problem. While they have 
lower productivity and performance, low 
performers tend to know how to do just 
enough to not get fired. 

What you may not know is the over-
all power and negative impact these low 
performers truly have over the rest of the 
organization. In school, high performing 
students don’t have many other options; 
they can’t leave, so they just quietly prog-
ress from grade to grade. However, in the 
competitive corporate world, high per-
formers have options. They don’t have to 
stick around, and absent the attention, 
rewards and opportunities they deserve, 
they’ll simply leave and find their fit 
elsewhere. Troublingly, elsewhere might 
very well mean the competition. So while 
you’re trying to fix your problem employ-
ees, your competitors could be gathering 
up your best and brightest to their benefit.

Furthermore, low performers can pull 
your average performers down to their 
level. Although your intention in coach-
ing and mentoring low performers is to 
move your organization to higher levels of 
performance, you could, in fact, be accom-
plishing the opposite. The average per-
formers will view the inequality of work/
attention between themselves and the low 
performers as unfair and will eventually 
begin to reduce their efforts to achieve. 
The result: lower overall performance for 
the organization.

When advising companies on how 
to optimize their corporate culture and 

improve organizational performance, I 
have seen many clients fall into this trap 
again and again, but I’ve also found some 
ways to mitigate its impact. Drawing on 
that experience, let’s examine the trap 
more closely and explore what leaders and 
managers can do about it.

The Employee Performance Mix
Have you stepped back and taken the time 
to analyze who in your organization would 
fall into the high performer, average per-
former and low performer categories? You 
might be surprised to find that typically 
80 per cent of employees tend to be aver-
age; only 10 per cent are high performers 
and 10 per cent are low performers. 

Considering the impact of low per-
formers, this breakdown may surprise 
you, but this is truly a case where the 
squeaky wheel gets the oil. Because low 
performers stand out due to their problem 
behaviour, they seem to take up a larger 
percentage of your organization. While 
you focus your attention on moving such 
a low percentage of employees from low 
to average performance, you may be inad-
vertently lowering the perception of cor-
porate expectation.

In his Leadership with a Conscience 
magazine article, “Pulling the Plug on Low 
Performers:, Quint Studernot writes:

“Managers unwittingly align entire 
departments, entire companies, around 
(low performers) and spend an estimated 80 
per cent of their supervisory time on them. 
You dread working with them, so you give 
everything to your high performers, which 
overloads them and creates an unfair dis-
tribution of work. Or, you keep devoting 
attention to them believing they’ll change, 
perhaps putting them on committees to try 

to engage them. It rarely works. Meanwhile, 
you alienate your good people and, eventu-
ally, find yourself in a situation where you 
can’t keep high performers.” 

Setting an Expectation of Excellence
Instead of focusing leadership attention 
on developing low performers, an expec-
tation of excellence should be set organi-
zation-wide. High performers need to be 
rewarded, mentored and recognized, and 
time and attention should be focused on 
moving your average performers into the 
high performance category. 

Considering that 80-90 per cent of your 
employees tend to be average performers, 
imagine the impact on culture, perfor-
mance and productivity if you were able to 
move 20 per cent of these employees into 
the high performance category. Consider 
that while the make up of high performance 
organizations might be split between 40 per 
cent high performers and 60 per cent aver-
age performers, everyone is in the process of 
moving towards higher performance.

In this scenario, the organization is 
actually setting the expectation that 80-90 
per cent of the organization is operating 
at a level of excellence, and those who 
aren’t are expected to be in the process of  
moving up. 

The 30-60-10 Principle:  
Purging Low Performance
When working with clients on perfor-
mance improvement, I often recommend 
to their management that they adopt the 
30-60-10 principle to achieve the highest 
return on employee investment. Thirty 
per cent of the time is spent with the high 
performers, where the return on invest-
ment for every per cent in improvementis 
the highest. Sixty per cent of the time is 
spent with the average performers, with 
the main focus on coaching, leading and 
supporting them to operate at the high 
performance levels. Only 10 per cent of 
the time is spent with the low performers.

In truth, there is no place for low per-
formers when you set an expectation for 
excellence in an organization. With an 
expectation of excellence, every employee 

The Expectation of Excellence: 
Creating a High-Performance Culture

“create a mindset  
that will engage  
and align every 

employee”
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is expected to be fully engaged, focused 
and inspired by a higher purpose. In these 
environments, low performers simply 
either improve or leave. 

Thus there is no room left for mitigat-
ing poor performance either. Managers 
need to stop overloading their high per-
formers with work the low performers 
can’t handle; low performers should no 
longer be rewarded with time and atten-
tion. They either embrace the new culture 
of excellence and improve their perfor-
mance, choose to leave on their own, 
or are phased out through employment 
review and termination processes. 

By phasing out low performers who 
don’t improve:

1. You will boost morale by following 
through on enforcing fairness in the 
workplace.

2. You will have room to attract new, 
high performing employees.

3. Your overall results will improve.

Developing A Culture of Excellence
The key to moving your organization from 
the status quo to an expectation of excel-
lence is your corporate culture. When you 
build a corporate culture of excellence, you 
create organizational capacity and a struc-
ture that empowers, focuses and engages 
employees. You stop wasting a tremendous 
amount of time and money nurturing an 
outmoded culture focused on problem 
solving. Instead, you equip your teams 
with the right mindset and skills necessary 
to focus on creating the desired results. 
Moreover, organizations need to help 
employees develop the flexibility and resil-
ience to deal with change, challenge and 
uncertainty that may arise along the way. 

By implementing a three-phase pro-
cess, you can start building a new culture 
of excellence, creating an organization 
where your employees feel empowered, 
inspired and motivated. 

Phase 1: Mindset of Excellence
The first step is to create a mindset that 
will engage and align every employee 
with your vision, mission and values, and 
leave them speaking a common language 
of excellence. You will build a new capac-
ity for growth. Your employees will think 
in more creative and innovate ways, and 
will be more able to deal with challenges 
and change. 

Phase 2: Strategies for Excellence
With the new mindset of excellence in 
place, your teams will be ready to focus on 
achieving their specific goals and plans for 
performance excellence. This phase is all 
about growth—building the skills and com-
petencies required to grow the business. 

Phase 3: Sustaining Excellence
When the first two phases are complete, 
and you have a strong collective mind-
set of excellence in place and alignment 
around performance goals, it’s time to 
focus on developing strong leadership to 
ensure that the new mindset and perfor-
mance skills learned are sustainable and 
simply become the way things are done. 
This is a critical step often missed in orga-
nizations—but is required to ensure that 
employees don’t revert back to old habits.

Changing Expectations Key to High 
Performance Culture 
For those doubting the impact of culture 
on both existing and potential employ-
ees, consider Google, a company that has 
crafted its identity on culture from the 
start, and at one point was fielding 3,000 
new job applications every day. Why? The 
reason Google has been able to attract so 
many top level people is that, for so many 
years in a row, they were awarded for hav-
ing the best workplace culture. Work hard, 
play hard. Google has made it work with 
great conditions and a very high level of 
expectations wherein excellence is quite 
simply expected.

Changing your expectations from 
mediocrity to excellence is essential to cre-
ating a culture of high performance. The 
best news is that, once your new culture 
of excellence is in place, your organization 
functions like a well-oiled machine. Your 
teams are motivated to create a vision that 
is meaningful and inspiring and also one 
that aligns with their own personal aspi-
rations. They are able to deal with change, 
uncertainty and adversity, and they 
interact and collaborate to make things 
happen. Best of all, you have created an 
organization that is positioned for long-
lasting success and prosperity. 

Eitan Sharir is a Vancouver, BC-based cor-
porate culture consultant, leadership coach, 
and founder of Dynamic Achievement Group 
(dynamicachievement.com). 
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It’s the age of change, and the workplace is shifting. The way we did 
business yesterday has been radically transformed by the speed of 
mobile data. This evolving workplace is set against a wobbling global 
financial landscape, focused on rebalance and restructure. 

Today, recruiting the right leaders to navigate is critical to advance 
companies through this paradigm shift. Team players too must be 
in synchronicity. Recruiters must find the right fit, aligning potential 
candidates with the company’s core culture and creating workplaces 
where employees feel engaged and inspired. 

While top employers are successful at attracting, retaining and 
enjoying the workforce cream that rises to the top, economics has 
played a key role in the dynamics with more candidates with deep 

skills and experience vying for fewer jobs.

By  Brenda Jacobsen

Hire 
Standards: 
Better Fit

“What we really 
need are outgoing, 
positive, engaging 
individuals that love 

what we do.”
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Hire 
Standards: 
Better Fit

Victoria Lopez, senior zipline guide,
Ziptrek Ecotours 



Stephanie Corker, lululemon athletica

Andrew d’Eça, Angus One
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B.C.’s Big Picture:  
Top Talent, Tough Times
Andrew d’Eça, vice president, business 
development and general manager of 
Angus One Professional Recruitment, 
monitors trends and regularly screens 
candidates himself. He says that he hasn’t 
witnessed a hiring surplus like this in 
more than a decade. 

Typically, Angus One utilizes a larger 
temp pool as assignments quickly turn 
into regular jobs for applicants; however, 
their temp pool is now more nimble.

“The candidate quality is now much 
higher. Normally, I meet with the can-
didates after to determine which hire is 
going to be a good culture fit. These days, 
all of the candidates are outstanding,” 
says d’Eça.

“We went from having too many 
jobs and not enough people to too many 
people and not enough jobs. If you look 
at the B.C. economy, 80 to 85 per cent is 
small business, and small business is what 
struggles and hurts the most during tough 
economic times,” says d’Eça. 

He says that “quite simply, govern-
ments are spending less while businesses 
have had to restructure themselves to find 
other ways to run leaner.”

“Some companies have hiring freezes 
or have doubled up on positions. They’ve 
simply taken that work and re-allocated 
it to two or three other people. We’ve 
seen a lot of people take early retirement.  
Businesses that have been for sale and 
have been up and down in the acquisition 
market are just handing out severances 
and early retirement packages like crazy,” 
d’Eça says.

“The fact of the matter is that B.C. busi-
nesses, overall, are doing less economy. 
They’ve scaled back. On the contrary, we 
have an office in Calgary that’s absolutely 
booming. It’s a really different world in 
Alberta with the oil sands and the oil and 
gas industry,” says d’Eça.

Regardless, d’Eça believes B.C. is on the 
up economically. “I’ve seen very mild and 
moderate requests for orders and the num-
ber of active employees we would have in 
the field. So we’re a good indicator of the 
economy because we’re one of the first 
fingers on the pulse. When things start to 
turn around, we feel it early. When things 
are going sour, we tend to be on the tail 
end of that.” 

Culture Connection Key  
to Recruitment Success
Despite the uncertain economy, top 
employers such as lululemon athletica 
remain strong and continue to attract a 
steady stream of applicants, nearly 10,000 
people per week.

Stephanie Corker, head of recruitment 
is part of lululemon athletica’s global  
talent acquisition engine which spans San 
Francisco, Hong Kong, Australia—and 
naturally, Vancouver.

According to Corker, having good staff 
and the right fit has made a huge differ-
ence in helping them ride the recession. 
“When we think of going into new mar-
kets and our growth, we think of our 
people first. If we don’t have the right 
people, we will slow down entering those 
markets.”

She believes that economic and envi-
ronmental factors cause people to really 
pause and ask: “What does it mean to 
have a job now and who do I want to be 
associated with?”

“I think to lululemon athletica’s ben-
efit, we really care that we’re hiring people 
who are up for the task of taking on their 
health, the environment and the econ-
omy. Personal responsibility is the heart-
beat of lululemon athletica. Our culture is 
one of greatness, innovation, and choice,” 
says Corker.

“The attributes that would make great 
hires when we started 13 years ago remain 
the same today. We’re up to elevating the 
world from mediocrity to greatness and we 
want people that live great lives already,” 
Corker says. “And there’s a scale at which 
they’re great. We’ve been blessed. Some 
people are saving Africa and other people 
are making a dent in what it means to be 
a mom. What matters most is that we’re 
finding people who want to show up and 
make their mark on the world.” 

Corker t ranslates ‘showing up’  
into being responsible for your career, 
including the contribution you make in 
the office and how you relate outside in 
the world. 

“We’re a good 
indicator of the 

economy.”

“We want 
people that 

live great  
lives already.”



Annika Lofstrand, CHRP, Vancity Credit Union

Arlene Keis, CHRP, go2
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“When we hire people who are up for 
making the biggest contribution they can, 
the results have been phenomenal. People 
are inspired. And the work gets done in a 
fun, efficient manner. That’s what we’re 
up for. It’s not about talk here. It’s about 
what we do,” says Corker.

And the wr it ing’s on the wal l.  
lululemon athletica’s internal recruiting 
strategy is anchored through goals which 
are written on the wall and celebrated 
when they’re achieved. 

“Goals aren’t something you just 
write on a wall or talk about. You have to 
embrace and do it,” says Corker. “People 
may have goals to move into different 
departments or roles. It’s quite exciting 
internally, because people are setting goals 
that they’re really passionate about, and 
we get to help make those moves happen 
in the world and in their work life.”

Banking On a Triple Bottom Line
Vancity is another top employer which 
has captured the hearts and minds of 
would-be employees.

“We do have a strong applicant pool 
for most roles or what you would call a 
hiring surplus,” says Annika Lofstrand, 
CHRP, director, talent management at 
Vancity Credit Union.

“Hiring for fit at Vancity has always 
been essential,” says Lofstrand. “We 
have a clear vision of redefining wealth. 
Simply put, we believe that if we do the 
right thing for our members, profitability,  
sustainability, and growth will come.”

She believes that when you get into 

hiring for fit, if people don’t understand 
the company’s values or believe in their 
business model, it won’t work for them 
or for the company. Her solution requires 
time, attention and really good listening 
skills.

”The three values of our organiza-
tion are responsibility, integrity and 
innovation. The behaviours that we talk 
about that we need in every employee 
are personal or work leadership - or in 

the community–confidence, plus being  
relevant, connected and committed to our 
collective success,” Lofstrand says.

“In our recruitment process, we com-
mit to a consistent positive employee 
experience and to respecting diversity of 
thought, experience and background. It’s 
not a one size fits all or only one type of 
person that fits in here. The people who 
choose to work here really want to make a 
difference in their careers,” she explains. 
“They want to be in a place where their 
job is an organization that balances a 
financial, environmental and social per-
formance or triple bottom line. We’re 
not telling people what their values are, 
but being clear about what ours are—so 
they can make the appropriate amount of 
connection that they need to be engaged,  
productive and effective as an employee.”

Lofstrand says that the people who 
want to work at Vancity actually do want 
to make a difference in their careers, com-
munity and their lives. “They want to be 
in place where their contribution is more 
than just dollars and cents.”

Tighter Talent Times Ahead
While most top employers now enjoy 
a steady stream of qualified applicants, 
today’s competitive global marketplace 

combined with an aging workforce headed 
toward retirement, reveals an impending 
challenge.

“We’re seeing a very tight labour mar-
ket in many areas of the province,” says 
Arlene Keis, CHRP, CEO of go2, the B.C. 
hospitality and tourism employment 
resource.

“Look at the numbers. They don’t lie. 
By 2020, we’ll have a million new jobs, 
and now we have only 650,000 kids at 
school. There’s a big gap. Right now, there 
are 20,000 more kids in grade 12 than in 
grade 3,” says Keis. “And other countries 

are after our kids too. That’s a demo-
graphic that’s now rapidly shrinking. If 
you get caught napping on the labour 
front, it’s going to come in like a big boom, 
even here in Vancouver.”

“They want to be 
in a place where 

their contribution 
is more than just 

dollars and cents.”

“There’s no 
one thing 
to do to 
avoid a 

labour crisis. 
There are 

eight or nine...”



Liza Walli, Ziptrek Ecotours
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Keis adds that most small businesses 
can’t pay the big dollars that some larger 
corporations can to recruit and retain, 
and when you’re a seasonal operator with 
little to no local labour supply in a soft  
economy, survival becomes a challenge.

“We advocate to our industry—and to 
all industries—that there’s no one thing 
to do to avoid a labour crisis, even though 
some are now enjoying a hiring surplus. 
There are eight or nine things that need 
to be done,” Keis says. “Obviously, becom-
ing a more competitive employer is the 
first thing. Then focus on retention. Look 
at turnover and the reason for it. Also, 
monitor productivity. Cast a wider recruit-
ment net and go after underrepresented 
groups.”

Keis says that a strategy Go2 uses is to 
work together with other employers to 
recruit families. 

“You have these companies all after 
the same talent. If we’re going across 
the country to recruit, let’s all work 
together. So if someone is recruited to the  
mining industry, for example, why not 
focus recruiting efforts on the family as 

well? In our industry, we really rely on 
young people, and in the North East part 
of B.C., the hospitality industry cannot 
find enough workers to cook and clean 
hotel rooms or to work in seasonal opera-
tions in ski resorts,” Keis says.

Global Market Forever Young
Another company which primarily relies 
on the youth market and recruits over-
seas is Ziptrek Ecotours, a brand that was  
heavily leveraged during the 2010  
Olympics in Robson Square and around 
the world. 

Liza Walli, director of human resources 
for Ziptrek Ecotours in Whistler says that 
they rely on a huge supply of young work-
ers from South Africa, New Zealand, 
Czech Republic, Australia, England and 
Canada to fill vacancies while playing on 
the advantages of a seasonal market.

“By nature, Whistler is a transient,  
seasonal resort, but it works amazingly 
well for us. Our peak season is summer 
whereas Whistler Blackcomb, the ski 
resort, is notoriously busy in the winter 
months. While we’re open 365 days of the 

“We put 
ourselves in 

the customers’ 
position.”

For more information visit
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BC Human Resources Management Associat ion

Legal Symposium: The Modern Workplace
This full day, multi-speaker symposium will provide you with recent developments in legislative issues, 
specifi c cases and practical applications to help you stay current in how you conduct your day-to-day 
business of Human Resources. 
Don’t miss! Engaging range of topics and opportunity to ask the experts, see website for details.

Is There a Bully in Your Workplace? 
This practical full-day workshop will provide you with tips on how to address bullying situations in your 
workplace, strategies to create a respectful workplace culture, along with information required to understand 
legal considerations under Bill 14. 
Presenter: Erica Pinsky, CHRP, B.A., MSc, Respectful Workplace solutions expert.

Reinventing Retirement from an Organizational Lens NEW

This webinar will address organizational pain points and provide a new perspective on what retirement 
readiness looks like for employers today. 
Presenter: Jenny Lewis, Partner at Retire With Intention LTD. And owner of LEWCO Consulting Inc.

The Immigration of Foreign Workers & Role of Service Canada NEW

This salient half-day workshop will engage you in discussion and inform you on the Labour Market Opinion 
(LMO) process – along with the demands and requirements of Service Canada. 
Presenters: Bruce Harwood and Saba Z. Naqvi, Immigration Lawyers with Boughton Law Corporation.

The CHRP Path — CHRP Knowledge Exam Prep Course
This recently revised and improved BC HRMA 2-day prep course is designed 
to give a more thorough understanding of what you will need to know in order 
to be successful when writing the CHRP National Knowledge Exam (NKE).
Presenters: Stephanie Milliken CHRP, Gayle Hadfi eld CHRP  

The CHRP Path — NPPA: Facilitated Learning Session
This 1-day facilitated learning session provides an opportunity for CHRP 
candidates to collaboratively work with peers to review potential exam 
questions and possible solutions for the Professional Practice Assessment. 
Note: this will be the last offering of the NPPA sessions.
Presenters: Stephanie Milliken CHRP, Gayle Hadfi eld CHRP  

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT HIGHLIGHTS

N E X T  E X A M  D A T E 

June 1, 2013
Registration for both exams 

must be received by April 2, 2013.

This is your last chance 
to write the NPPA exam!

For dates, times & locations visit:

www.bchrma.org/professionaldevelopment/calendar    
r

http://www.bchrma.org/professionaldevelopment/calendar


CATCH THE EARLY BIRD!*

Imagine the difference a little inspiration, some added influence,  
and innovation can make — to you and your business.
Register Today! WWW.BCHRMA.ORG/CONF2013

*Early Bird deadline: February 28, 2013.

Inspire. Influence. Innovate. How can three simple words 
collectively embody such unlimited possibility? Inspiration 
ignites new ideas and summons courage; influence enchants 
those it touches and brings great reward to those exerting it; 
innovation speaks to the pure joy of creation and our basic 
human desire to leave our mark on the world. 

Can you imagine the difference?

Explore your possibilities at Western Canada’s top HR conference, May 1-2, 2013  
in Vancouver, BC. With a feature-packed agenda and 50-year track record,  
this event brings together top-tier speakers, educators, and HR Professionals  
in an upbeat environment designed to motivate and enlighten.

Inspire. Influence. Innovate. 
Imagine the difference.

BCHRMA.ORG/CONF2013  | MAY 1-2, 2013  | VANCOUVER, BC   

What can a little inspiration do? Ignite a clever business idea, instil the courage  
to try something new. Influence is a powerful ally. With seemingly magnetic 
force, it draws people in, makes (and keeps) connections, builds business.  
Few feelings compare to the pure joy of creating something new. What’s your 
path to becoming an innovator?

Find out at Western Canada’s top HR conference, May 1-2, 2013 in Vancouver, BC. With a  
feature-packed agenda and 50-year track record, this event brings together top-tier speakers, 
educators, and HR Professionals who provide the inspiration to propel an idea into a more concrete 
form. The two-day programme covers a wide array of topics relevant not only to the HR community, 
but business owners, individuals, and anyone looking for new ways to confidently take on the personal 
and professional challenges of a rapidly-changing economic and technological age. 

Marshall Goldsmith
Renowned HR consultant, author  
and leadership expert. Marshall is 
widely recognized as a foremost 
authority in helping leaders 
achieve measurable change in 
behaviour — for themselves, their 
people, and their teams.

Dan Ariely 
Behavioural economist and author 
of the New York Times bestseller, 
Predictably Irrational. Dan explores 
how and why people act as they 
do—buying patterns, procrastination, 
pain management and everything 
in between, assessing the effect 
of these behaviours on business 
innovation, marketing and strategy.

Conference At- a- Glance 2013

CONFERENCE PLENARY SPEAKERS

Amanda Lang
Senior Business Correspondent  
for CBC’s The National and  
co-host of The Lang and O’Leary 
Exchange. Amanda’s engaging 
style complement her ability to 
assess current business news and 
trends vis-a-vis the North American 
political scene.

Sir Ken Robinson
Global leader in the development 
of new education, creativity and 
innovation strategies. Videos of his 
famous talks at the prestigious  
TED Conference have been viewed 
by an estimated 200 million people 
worldwide. He is the author of  
The Element: How Finding Your 
Passion Changes Everything.

Wednesday, May 1 START TIME END TIME

OPENING PLENARY: MARSHALL GOLDSMITH — What Got You Here 
Won’t Get You There 

8:30 am 9:45 am

TRADESHOW  9:30 am 6:00 pm

Break (coffee in the Tradeshow) 9:45 am 10:15 am

CONCURRENT BREAKOUT SESSIONS 
 Engage, Empower, Enrich: Metrics for Changing Times
 Real Engagement for Real Results: The Clear Leadership Model
 Embracing Organizational Failure
 The Impact of Social Influence Marketing on Employer Brands
 Are You Accommodating Enough?
 Helping Successful People Get Even Better 

10:15 am 11:45 am

Networking Lunch 11:45 am 1:15 pm

CONCURRENT BREAKOUT SESSIONS 
 Global Leadership Development: Kal Tire’s BEST Careers Program and Learning Culture
 Your People: Harnessing the Power of Your Greatest Asset
 Converting Ideas into Business Solutions
 The 6 C’s of a Connected Leader
 How to be a Super Sleuth: Workplace Investigations Workshop
 Speed Networking

1:15 pm 2:45 pm

PLENARY: DAN ARIELY  — Predictably Irrational: How Behavioural 
Economics Impacts the Role of Human Resources

3:00 pm 4:15 pm

2013 PROFESSIONAL AWARDS CELEBRATION 4:15 pm 5:00 pm

WELCOME RECEPTION 5:00 pm 6:00 pm

Mystery Dinner (optional) 6:00 pm 8:00 pm

Thursday, May 2 START TIME END TIME

PLENARY: AMANDA LANG — The Power of Why 8:30 am 9:45 am

TRADESHOW  9:30 am 2:00 pm

Break (coffee in the Tradeshow) 9:45 am 10:15 am

CONCURRENT BREAKOUT SESSIONS 
 Adapting Hierarchies for the New Workplace
 Personal Energy Management for Well-Being in the Workplace
 The Mentoring Conundrum
 Practice Makes Perfect Revisited 
 Navigating WorkSafeBC Mental Disorder Claims and Bullying and Harassment Policies
 Cracker Barrel

10:15 am 11:45 am

Networking Lunch 11:45 am 1:15 pm

CONCURRENT BREAKOUT SESSIONS  
 Taking Action: A Proactive Guide to Psychological Health and Safety in the Workplace
 Key Trends In HR Analytics
 Living With Good Influence: Leading Beyond Control
  Making the Puzzle Pieces Fit: How to Ensure Your Workplace Technology 
Implementation is a Success
 Through Their Eyes: Innovation and Culture at Clearly Contacts
 HR Café

1:15 pm 2:45 pm

CLOSING PLENARY: SIR KEN ROBINSON — The Element:  
How Finding Your Passion Changes Everything

3:00 pm 4:15 pm

 Organizational Effectiveness  Skill Development  Talent Management  HR & The Law   Bonus 
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year, we get to take advantage of those transient summer visitors 
who are here from between six months to a year,” says Walli.

Moreover, many of the attributes required to be an out-
standing tour guide are the same  
that work for ski or snowboard 
instructors.

“It’s that coaching, guest inter-
action and vibrant personality that 
come with working outdoors. So 
these employees make a really easy 
transition to Ziptrek guides in the 
summer,” says Walli. “Our zipline 
tours have two components. First, 
it’s the adventure or exhilaration 
of ziplining,and with that comes a 
very technical, safety-based skill set. 
It’s critical. But what we really need 
are outgoing, positive, engaging 
individuals that love what we do. 
We need people who are inspired by 
our commitment to our sustainabil-
ity, community and environment.”

Walli says that people who know 
how to care for the natural environ-
ment and are inspired by nature 
make exceptional guides.

“We put ourselves in the cus-
tomers’ position. You’re on a tour 
for two to three hours with an 
individual who has you hanging from a line hundreds of feet 
in the air. Obviously, you have to trust them to build that quick 
relationship and connection with them. Those are the kinds of 
people we’re looking for.”

Schools vs. Pools of Talent
To find the right fit for ‘the fly’, Ziptrek releases their positions 
about a month early to partnered schools across Canada, so that 

people who are learning about environmental sustainability, 
tourism and recreation, adventure tourism, eco-tourism, all of 
those related subjects are good candidates. 

“If someone’s going to school 
for two to four to six years to learn 
about this content, it tells me that it 
has value—that they really connect 
with us as an individual. That’s why 
we go out to those schools first and 
enable them to have the first crack 
at our guide roles because we believe 
that right away, there’s an inherent 
connection to what we do and that 
they’re going to get value, person-
ally, out of these jobs. That’s been 
our biggest helper,” Walli says. “We 
go out and find people who have 
already shown a commitment to our 
core values and they almost always 
end up to be our best employees.”

She says that in their market, 
they’re very aware of what good and 
bad turnover is.

“Bad turnover for us is leaving in 
peak season. And so we have a num-
ber of policies in place to ensure 
that doesn’t happen. We’re very 
clear from the beginning on what 
our seasonality looks like, what our 

requirements are, and what we expect from employees when we 
find people who can fulfill that commitment.”

Recruiting to Retain
Resultantly, Ziptrek has retention firmly in its sights; if an 
employee stays on for an entire peak season, there’s a summer 
bonus applied at the end of the stay. For a lot of travellers or 
people going back to school, that money in the bank is a strong 
incentive. 

“We’re very clear in what we expect, and we don’t hire people 
who can’t deliver what we need, or as a business we feel we can’t 
deliver in an employee experience,” Walli says.

The bottom (or in this case zip) line, is that the jobs at Ziptrek 
has are plain fun. 

“We take people who are inspired to be guides, but could prob-
ably not break into the market as a ski tour or rafting guide which 
requires a lot of technical skill sets and experience to be hired as 
providers. We take these amazing people that line up with our 
company values and we give them all the training they require 
from shadowing and mentoring, to technical training,” Walli 
says. “They also follow up with our senior guides, get ecology 
curriculum training, and focus on guest services. We give them 
everything they need from start to finish to be an exceptional 
guide. And so they leave us far more marketable and then go on 
to other jobs in the guiding industry.”

Walli believes that engaging employees comes down to  
providing good leadership from the mentors on the front line, 
day to day.

“We’re very 
clear in what 
we expect, 

and we don’t hire 
people who can’t 

deliver what we need, 
or as a business we 
feel we can’t deliver 

in an employee 
experience”

http://www.bchrma.org/resources/peopletalk-magazine/advertise/
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“We believe that we have the best 
on the f ront l ines ( l iteral ly) lead-
ing our teams,” Walli says. “They’re 
committed to coaching and provide  
relevant ongoing feedback. And we do 
a ton around recognition and cultural 

events, including opportunities to travel 
with the company to mega signature 
events such as the Super Bowl. We have 
a whole bunch of organic recognition to 
ensure that we’re recognizing excellence  
every day.” 

Brenda Jacobsen has extensive experience 
as a communications specialist and HR 
professional in both corporate and private 
sectors. She now lives on the Sunshine 
Coast as a freelance writer and editor of 
the Sunshine Coast Wellness magazine  
(www.sunshinecoastwellness.com). 

Stephen Shore, zipline guide,
Ziptrek Ecotours 

“You have 
these companies 
all after the same 

talent. If we’re 
going across the 

country to recruit, 
let’s all work 
together.”

www.sunshinecoastwellness.com
http://www.bc-counsellors.org
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Supply and Demand: The Market for Talent
By  I an  J .  Cook ,  CH RP

O
ne of the most significant  
changes that has occurred 
through the digitization of the 
economy is the change to how 

talent functions as a market. 
In the times of Henry Ford, it was 

access to capital, machinery and mar-
kets that drove business success. In the 
21st century, those traditional drivers 
have shifted gears, with significantly less  
capital and machinery required, and 
more reliance on the people who build 
the ideas into the business. This makes 
access to people with important skills and  
capabilities much more critical.

Absolute Targets Miss the Mark
This, of course, is nothing new to those in 
business. While many well-documented 
shifts have emerged from this fundamen-
tal change in how money is made, one in 
particular has been paid scant attention; 
despite an intuitive understanding, it is 
still not common practice for organiza-
tions to study the dynamics of the ‘labour’ 
market and adjust their responses appro-
priately. For it to become so is essential.

For example, it has been common prac-
tice for organizations to set an absolute 
target number for the time it takes to fill a 
position. Recruiters would commonly be 
given the target of filling a vacancy within 
35 days. Unfortunately, such absolute tar-
gets do not take into consideration any 
market dynamics. 

From our work in the HR Metrics  
Service we know that ‘time to fill’ is 
influenced by vacancy rates and resigna-
tion rates. We also know that these vary 
seasonally, in addition to responding to 
economic factors (see chart). Witness the 
steady peaks of Q2 and Q3 and troughs 
of Q1 and Q4 and recognize distinctive 
spikes in Q3 of 2010 and Q2 of 2011 when 
economic sentiment turned positive. 

These are factors that will impact the 
achievability of absolute targets. Whether 
or not you succeed within 35 days could 
be as much the effect of a slow market 
period, as good recruitment practice.  
On the flip side, missing the target might 
have nothing to do with poor recruitment 
practice.

Setting an absolute target for hiring is 
like asking your procurement team to only 
buy oil at $80 a barrel; everyone knows 
this is not realistic, so why is recruitment, 
where you are sourcing people from a 
market, seen differently?

Labour Market Not a Supermarket
Another common misperception about 
the labour market is that the unem-
ployment rate is a good indicator of the  
availability of talent. This assumes that 
the labour market functions like a super-
market where there is an availability of all 
types of products, all the time. It is based 
on the assumption that the unemployed 
make up a reasonable approximation 
of the employed; therefore the person 
you need for your role is available. This 
assumption is not only incorrect, it is  
dangerous. 

In reality, the labour market func-
tions differently for different segments. 
The more specialized and valuable 
the skills, the more it functions like a 
rare metals market, (where prices can  
fluctuate considerably based on small 
movements in supply and demand). The 
more common and simple the skills, the 
more it functions like a commodities mar-
ket, (where prices only move substantially 
when supply is very constrained relative 
to demand). This happens in Canadian 
markets when the unemployment number 

hits approximately 4 per cent (not zero), 
as organizations in Saskatchewan and 
Alberta are currently experiencing.

An organization which tracks and 
understands these dynamics will vary 
its recruitment practices to respond the  
market, maximize their success rate and 
optimize their use of resources.

Unemployment Figures  
Not Real-Time Reflection
During these economic times predomi-
nantly more labour market movement 
comes from employment to employment 
moves than it does from unemployment 
to employment moves. As a result, the 
unemployment number significantly 
lags the real-time dynamics of the labour  
market.

Between mid-2009 and mid-2012 the 
vacancy rate increased by 32 per cent (1.9 
per cent to 2.5 per cent). During the same 
time the unemployment rate reduced by 
only 13 per cent (8.5 per cent to 7.4 per 
cent). In this instance the unemployment 
figure understates the size of the growing 
demand for the right type of employee 
and the pace at which certain segments of 
the labour market are tightening.

Supply and Demand in Practice
Here are some options to consider that 
show how a market-oriented recruitment 
approach would work for an organization. 

The chart shows the trend for median vacancy and resignation rates over the last 3.5 years. In 
all instances resignations either increase with vacancy or lag by a quarter 
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1. Reward Referrals According to  
Market Activity

Allocating a payment for a successful refer-
ral from an existing employee has become 
a standard organizational practice. Many 
organizations also vary the payment 
based on the complexity of the role they 
are recruiting for. Applying an even more 
market-oriented approach would be to 
increase the referral fee through the Q2 
and Q3 peaks and reduce it for the other 
quarters; this rewards success when the 
market is at its toughest, and avoids over-
payment when the market is more active. 
You could also apply the same variation by 
tracking vacancy and increasing the pay-
ment as vacancy increases, and approach 
signing bonuses in the same way.

2. Set a Competitive Standard
Instead of targeting efficiency metrics 
such as time and cost to fill, organizations 
should establish a baseline quality of hire 
that they will not move below and then 
look to be efficient relative to their mar-
ket competitors. Hence time to fill targets 
become less about an absolute number 
and more linked to a variance to the mar-
ket median; for example, the target could 
be 10 per cent lower than the median for 
our market. In a tight labour market it 
may make sense to spend more than your 
average to secure the best person quickly, 
as the productivity gained through this 
far outweighs an additional few thousand 
dollars spent on the recruitment process.

3. Differentiate Recruitment Efforts
The other market-oriented dynamic which 
makes sense for more organizations to  
pursue is the differentiation of recruitment 
processes to match the different market 
segments from which talent is sourced. 
For example, a great number of large orga-
nizations have started to outsource the  
“commodity” level recruitment to recruit-
ment process outsourcing businesses. 

Traditionally the top end talent has 
been outsourced to executive search 
firms, and while this is likely to continue, 
some larger organizations are starting to 
build this capability internally: realizing 
they can get a better result, for less cost, by 
focusing their in-house recruitment team 
only on critical roles and leaving the vol-
ume hiring to others. The next time you 
negotiate with an executive search firm, 
ask them to set their pricing based not on 

the level of the role, but on the demon-
strated scarcity of the talent.

Supply and Demand Analytics
Much as we intuitively understand that 
there are several different markets for tal-
ent, there is a need to study in more detail 
the dynamics of these markets and then 
build flexible and appropriate recruitment 
practices which generate the right results: 
the best hire possible – with the optimum 
resources – neither over or under investing 
to secure that talent. 

Much as a stock trader, oil trader or 
any other individual who succeeds by 
“playing” the market, recruiters need 
to develop both the skills and the data 
sources to work less from intuition and 
more from good analytics to make sure 
they keep winning. 

A global citizen, Ian J. Cook, MBA, CHRP  
(ijcook@bchrma.org) has chosen to make his 
home in Vancouver where he heads the 
growth of BC HRMA’s research and learning 
services. 
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By  Kar en Zuka s

Are Your Hiring Practices  
Preventing You  From  
Finding the Right Fit?

Y
ou’re hiring. of course, you want the best fit  
possible. So, ideally, as a B.C.-based company, you 
want candidates with Canadian experience and fluent  
English. Right? 

Maybe not.
Two BC employers have taken a very different approach to 

finding the “right fit” for their organizations. For both, it’s paid  
off handsomely in terms of successful talent recruitment  
and retention. 

Help-Wanted: Canadian Experience Not Required
Burnaby-based Metro Testing Laboratories is a 205-employee 
firm that provides inspection and testing for all phases of con-
struction, as well as in-house supplemental testing. They work 
with local contractors, engineering and architectural firms, and 
municipal and provincial government agencies. They have the 
same fundamental needs as any other 
company of their size and scope, and have 
chosen to include hiring of skilled foreign 
workers as one way of meeting their staff-
ing needs. 

Metro Testing Laboratories doesn’t 
make Canadian experience mandatory for 
new hires. “[We] prefer to train them our-
selves into our way of doing things,” says 
Harry Watson, president, Metro Testing 
Laboratories. Metro Testing Laboratories 
also has other techniques for recruiting 
skilled immigrants. 

“In our advertising, we ask to have a 
second language. This prompts skilled 
immigrants to apply,” Watson explains. 
“We put on free training courses for the type of work that we 
do, and we also send the applicants out to shadow some of our 
employees. Then we will often offer them a job.”

Watson notes that his approach of actively seeking 
out skilled immigrants for its workforce is unusual in his 
field where he says most companies tend to be somewhat 

“tribal” in whom they hire. At Metro 
Labs, however, the “tribe” is global.  
“To date we have brought people from 15 
different cultures into the group — no 
small thing for a small company,” says 
Watson, who immigrated to Canada in 
the late 70s, and counts himself among 
Metro’s global tribe.

The Benefits of a Global Tribe
He admits that it does take some accom-
modation. “Give the skilled immigrants 
an opportunity to show they can actually 
do the work, be patient with them, give 
them a little bit longer time to adopt the 
culture,” he suggests. However, he says, 

the payoffs are enormous. “Skilled immigrants have definitely 
contributed to the success of Metro, and they really do feel like a 
part of the company. I think they feel proud of the company.” 

Michelle Rolls, who owns and operates two auto body shops 
in Northern BC, had a similar experience integrating a skilled 
immigrant into her work force. Rolls simply could not get the 

“As BC employers 
face growing skill 
shortages, what 

constitutes the “right 
fit” is undergoing  
a transformation”

Hear more from Michelle Rolls and Harry Watson, 
and about the valuable role of skilled immigrant 
talent in BC’s labour market in this IEC-BC video: 
http://ow.ly/enBGU

http://ow.ly/enBGU
http://ow.ly/enBGU
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Michelle, who have adjusted their hiring 
standards and recruitment techniques to 
include, rather than exclude, skilled immi-
grants from their talent pool, will have a 
significant competitive advantage.”

Both were presenters at the recent  
IEC-BC Employer Summit on integrating 
immigrant talent into the workforce. To 
read the Leaders Summit Proceedings visit 
www.iecbc.ca/about-us/in-the-news.

Find out more about how to assess 
skilled immigrants for the “right fit” using 

the New Canadian Assessment Resource 
(http://iecbc.ca/how-to-employ/hire-tal-
ent/assessing-new-canadian-experience). 

Moreover, BC HMRA is presenting 
workshops with IEC-BC on “Sourcing 
and Recruiting Immigrant Talent”, the 
details of which can be accessed via the 
BC HMRA events calendar. 

Karen Zukas is communications manager of 
the Immigrant Employment Council of BC 
(www.iec.bc.ca).

staff she needed. After advertising as far 
away as Manitoba, she finally hired Glen-
ford Trowers, who arrived in B.C. straight 
from Jamaica. 

“The first time I met Glenford he came 
in off a bus. He was overwhelmed. He 
went from Vancouver, which was nice 
and sunny to Prince George, which was 
full of snow. We gave him a toque when 
he got here so we knew he’d be okay for 
the first day,” Rolls says with a laugh. But 
the adjustments went beyond clothing.

“When (Trowers) first got here, the 
first month, we had to bring him up to  
Canadian standards. But really, it was 
because he called something one thing 
and we called it something else. It wasn’t 
that he didn’t have the skill. It just took 
him a while to learn our method.”

Not only did Trowers have the skills, he 
also had a level of commitment to his work 
that quickly made him indispensable.

“His dedication brings everyone else 
up. I mean, when you get someone who 
really cares about the company, who cares 
about all of us, how can you not be a  
better company for that?” 

Top Talent is the Priority
If Watson and Rolls had prioritized  
Canadian experience, they would have 
missed out on employees that have proven 
to be an excellent fit for their companies. 

“As BC employers face growing skill 
shortages, what constitutes the “right fit” 
is undergoing a transformation,” says Kelly 
Pollack, executive director, Immigrant 
Employment Council of British Colum-
bia (IEC-BC). “Employers like Harry and 

“To date we have 
brought people 

from 15 different 
cultures into the 

group — no  
small thing for a  
small company”
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Learning. Leading. Legacy. 
Those three words underscore the 
efforts of all those seeking solutions in a  
changing workforce; they also served as a 
welcoming lens of focus on October 1-2, 
2012 for the 8th Annual Northern Sym-
posium in Prince George.

Organized by BC HRMA and hosted by 
the Coast Inn of the North, the Northern 
Symposium marked the change of season 
with an appeal to reason: new realities 
mean something new for HR leadership. 

Welcome to the New Reality: 
(Diverse) Help Wanted
From economic duress to demographic 
stresses, business as usual has become 
increasingly unusual, requiring a rethink 
of the most fundamental constituents of 
the workplace. As addressed by professional 
facilitator and coach Jennifer Gervès-Keen 
in the opening sessions of the Symposium, 
neither “Recruitment for a Diverse Work-
force” nor “Building Retention in a Diverse  
Workforce” is possible with antiquated 
practices and mindsets. 

Instead, the challenge of finding and 
keeping quality employees is only likely to 
increase without changing the questions 
we ask. How then, Gervès-Keen ques-
tioned, are we to keep everyone—across 
the multiple spans of generation, ethnic-
ity, values and skills—engaged and com-
mitted to staying and excelling in their 
respective positions?

Fortunately, regardless of the differ-
ences which make each employee unique, 
there are a few common elements that 
have been identified in seeking to under-
stand what matters most to all. Gervès-
Keen brought that wisdom forward at the 
start of the two-day symposium, drawing 
upon the closing remarks in a study of 
generations done by the Sloan Centre:

“Everyone, regardless of generation is 
looking for meaningful work, fair compen-
sation, and good benefits… All generations 
are also hoping for job security, flexibility, 
and some autonomy on the job.” 

As HR professionals we are reminded 
that the desire to be respected and val-
ued—understood in our impact upon the 
organization and provided with opportu-
nities to learn and grow—is one shared by 
every employee in every organization.

In keeping with calibre of the event, 
Gervès-Keen’s pair of starting sessions not 
only ‘got the gears turning’, they meshed 
seamlessly with the Northern Sympo-
sium’s themes of learning, leadership 
and legacy. As would presenters to follow, 
Keen inspired the audience to adapt their 
management style to the needs of the dif-
ferent generations in the workplace, and 
make the most of the multi-generational  
mentoring programs available.

First and Foremost: Safe and Sound
Throughout his session the following 
morning, Alan Moore, employers’ adviser, 
Ministry of Labour, Citizens’ Services 
& Open Government, prompted the  
audience to consider that any good job 
offer is grounded in the provision of a 
safe workplace. While acknowledging the 
critical support of HR in the success of safe 
workplace models, Moore reminded the 
audience that the responsibility, much like 
the expectation, is one shared by everyone 
in an organization.

The new expanse of that responsibil-
ity, was subsequently explored by Adriana 
Wills, partner, Harris & Company LLP in 
her exploration of the more contentious 
issues surrounding Bill 14. Wills pointed 
to the development of human rights in 
the workplace as the point of origin for 

the proposed change in legislation: which 
would see mental health matters receive 
credence akin to physical injury claims. 

However, as Mills pointed out, it is 
not uncommon for a problem to become 
more prevalent once widely identified 
and brought foremost in our awareness. 
For example, following the introduction 
of anti-bullying legislation in Australia, 
cases of bullying at work were estimated 
to have increased by 30 per cent. 

Regardless, as asserted by Gavin  
Marshall, partner, Roper Greyell LLP,: 
following legislation such as Bill 14, HR 
professionals will have the added respon-
sibility of maintaining a culture of respect 
to help prevent bullying and harassment. 

Balancing matters of respect and pri-
vacy are unlikely to become less conten-
tious. Through their session, “Employers 
vs. Doctors”, Marshall and Alissa Dem-
erse, partner, Roper Greyell LLP, spoke at 
length about the current challenges for 
HR professionals of managing medical 
issues and information in the workplace. 
They acknowledged that due to increasing 
emphasis on privacy rights and expanding 
legalistic approaches, dealing with medi-
cal or disabilities issues among employees 
has become more complex. 

Moreover, they addressed the fine bal-
ance between the duty to accommodate, 
privacy obligation and duty to manage: 
the seemingly contradictory roles that HR 
is required to fulfil in the process of man-
aging such health and safety issues in the 
workplace.

Managing Accountability
Sean Steele’s session, “Attendance Manage-
ment Strategies for the New Workforce” 
was replete with engaging insights about 
the importance of managing absences and 
maximizing productivity. As director of 
organizational health & development, BC 
Ambulance Service, Emergency & Health 
Services Commission, Steele addressed the 
guiding principles of medical and disabil-
ity management. 

By  I s ab e l l e  St - J ean ,  R S W,  ACC

Northern Symposium 
Highlights New HR Realities

“flexible thinking  
is required for  
all involved...”
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He a lso ident i f ied some of the  
challenges currently emerging among 
employers: the increasing cost and dura-
tion of disability claims, the prevalence 
of human rights and duty to accommo-
date employees, the ageing workforce 
that includes an increasing number of  
employees with chronic medical condi-
tions, and the cumulative mental stress 
claims expected to be on the rise. 

By presenting principles to guide  
medical and disabilities management, 
Steele reminded us of what is important to 
keep in mind while addressing such issues: 
research indicating that “earlier employer 
involvement will shorten the duration of 
absences”.

“It’s all about relationship,” Steele 
emphasized, affirming the importance for 
employers to get involved. 

Moreover, it has been found that 
the interaction between the direct  
supervisor and the employee is central 
to all case management activities. By 
establishing this meaningful rapport, 
the employer can help to set a frame-
work of accountability within which  
medical issues can be monitored and 
set on a course of progress towards the 
employee’s return to full health and to 
their work. 

A Boom in Flexible Thinking
Fortunately, this is much in keeping with 
leading HR minds and organizations, 
already cultured to the profits such think-
ing merits. The model of the workplace 
is changing in British Columbia: flex-
ible thinking is required for all involved, 
young, old, and where X marks the spot, 
for what lies ahead.

As pointed out Gervès-Keen, the time 
for such thinking is now; while much 
has been made, 83 per cent of Canadian  
businesses are not well prepared for the 
upcoming surge of retirement.

While much has been made of Gen 
Ys demands of flexibility upon the work-
place, Gervès-Keen pointed out that the 
move of mass numbers of Boomers into 
retirement will make flexibility a man-
date. The old model of working excessively 
until 65 often results in decreased energy 
and stamina which frustrates one’s desire 
for an active and exciting “retirement” or 
re-engagement lifestyle. Besides which, it 
does little to serve the potentials of knowl-
edge transfer within any organization.

In the years preceding this major 
life transition, many Boomers will both 
require and merit more flexible work 
arrangements to attend to their chang-
ing work/life balance. So too, will the 
merits of flexible thinking become more  
prevalent.

Innovative workplace ideas are gradu-
ally emerging to provide interesting 
incentives and perks while offering new 
ways of balancing work and personal 
life over such periods of transition. An 
example cited was a program in which an 
employee could choose to work for 4 years 
at 80 per cent salary and then take a sab-
batical year for one year at full salary. From 
this perspective, we are encouraged to 
alternate work with time for personal and  
purposeful interests such as learning, 
travel or volunteering nearby or abroad. 

A Legacy in the Balance
With this new work/life balance model 
we can extend our involvement in the 
workplace over a longer time span while 
at the same time satisfying our needs for 
personal fulfillment along the way. While 
this type of work/life balance model 
might not be the ideal in every workplace, 
it is congruent with the new 21st century 
reality that acknowledges our extended  
longevity. Economics aside, this affords us 
all additional years in the workplace. 

How we enjoy them, as individuals and 
organizations, depends entirely upon per-
spective —and taking the time in our own 
professional careers to benefit from events 
such as this, where passionate minds bring 
information and inspiration to be shared.

In keeping with the theme of the 8th 
Annual Northern Symposium, the learn-
ing imparted only serves to build upon 
HR’s leadership as the workplace contin-
ues to change in years to come. The legacy 
is laid in securing health, wellbeing and 
prosperity among employees, employers 
and organizations alike. 

It’s a tall order. Fortunately, the 9th 
Annual Northern Symposium is already in 
the works, and the 51st Annual BC HRMA 
Conference is slated for May 1-2, 2013  
in Vancouver. 

Professional speaker, author, life and business 
coach Isabelle St-Jean brings over 20 years of 
communication, leadership and personal 
effectiveness experience to her audiences, 
readers and clients.
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workplace wellness

By  Kar en L a i  and  Mark  G ru enhe i d

H
ow many of your staff have asked 
for a redesign of their worksta-
tion? To provide an ergonomic 
cushion for their chair, a wrist 

cushion for their keyboard, or an extra 
set of lights for them to read their docu-
ments? These little requests are known 
as accommodations to ensure that the 
workplace suits the needs of employees. 
Accommodations are often a topic of 
conversation when it comes to recruiting 
people with disabilities. In fact, it is one 
of the main barriers they face when they 
have the desire to enter the workforce. 

Abilities in Mind: Beyond the Myths
According to the 2009 Labour Force Status 
of Persons with Disabilities in BC, people 
with disabilities are significantly under-
represented in the workforce compared 
to those without disabilities. It may be 
because of the many myths that have 
been around for years relating to employ-
ment and people with disabilities, such 
as the need to retrofit an office to ensure 
accessibility. Because of the myths and 

perceptions of employing people with 
disabilities in the workforce, the Abilities 
in Mind (AIM) program of the BC Centre 
for Ability was created with employers to 
facilitate a perceptual shift on disability.

There are many negative perceptions 
and attitudes towards people with dis-
abilities and this is a key barrier to find-
ing work. Disability is a big and complex 
category which affects each person  
differently. One individual may use a 
one-handed keyboard because one side 
of their body is paralyzed; another may 
need the assistance of a ‘to-do’ list because 
they have short term memory loss. People 
with disabilities are often unfairly ste-
reotyped and can be the recipients of  
negative assumptions such as requiring 
extra training for the job or being unable 
to perform job duties successfully. They 
can also be mistakenly viewed as objects 
of pity or deserving charity. 

Exposure, Awareness and Education
To this day, there is a level of fear when 
discussing the ‘elephant in the room’ 

and being around people with disabili-
ties. Many people don’t know how to talk 
about it openly and candidly, preferring 
to look at disabilities as limitations and 
something to fear. It is the fear of the 
unknown. Unless employers have a per-
sonal connection or story with people 
with disabilities, they are often left with 
their social influences or media portray-
als, which can support false assumptions. 

In response to these negative ste-
reotypes, AIM promotes awareness and  
education to help guide the employment 
of people with disabilities. The program 
works to shift the perception of disabil-
ity so that employers judge applicants on 
their ability to perform job duties, not on 
their disabling condition.

As that perception does not change 
without the support of employers, AIM 
has worked to create a business-based 
approach to building inclusive work-
places, drawing strong support from local  
organizations such as the Shangri-La 
Hotel Vancouver where one AIM success 
story has already found her ‘fit’.

Meet Melanie ‘Capable’
Melanie was getting on with her life as many 
individuals in their late-20s do. She had a 
good job in retail sales, was contemplating  
furthering her education and had a solid 
group of friends and contacts. One night, 
her life took a drastic turn when the car she 
was traveling in struck a roadside lamppost.  
Melanie sustained an acquired brain injury 
(ABI) as a result of the accident. 

She describes her challenges with ABI in 
the following ways: “I become much more  
easily overwhelmed. Concentrating and focus-
ing with distractions around and memorizing 
unfamiliar information can also seem impos-
sible. Also I have found trouble with sleeping 
at regular and adequate intervals compromises 
my ability to function.

She still had interest and ability in cus-
tomer service but could not easily meet the 
demands of a job requiring long shifts and con-
tinuous multi-tasking. Through a referral from 
the AIM Program, Melanie was subsequently 

Shifting the Perception of 
Disability in the Workforce
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interviewed by the Shangri-La Hotel Vancou-
ver. Melanie’s professional presentation and 
skills in verbal and written English shone 
through in the interview. She appeared to be 
a great candidate and was offered a reduced 
hourly schedule.

Melanie now works in the fitness  
centre of the hotel assisting guests, main-
taining the facility and preparing food 
items. She began working one or two short 
shifts a week and is slowly building her 
hours. The Shangri-La Hotel has been very 
supportive in making sure that Melanie’s 
transition back to work is a successful one. 
Other companies such as CTV Bellme-
dia, TD Canada Trust, London Drugs and  
Vancity Credit Union also work closely 
with the AIM program to attract, hire and 
retain employees with disabilities.

Strong Support for  
Business-Based Approach
Employers are very complementary of the 
approach and see the work of Abilities in 
Mind as a huge step forward in the educa-
tion and awareness around recruitment of 
persons with disabilities. 

“AIM is looking for an opportunity, 
through education, discussion and open 
dialogue, to innovate,” says Kimberlee 
LoCicero, director of human resources 
for Shangri-La Hotels Canada. “It really 
makes sense with the business world and 
with people who are passionate but also 
up front and frank enough to put the 
elephant on the table and discuss how we 
move employment in the workplace to 
what it should be.” 

Embracing Ability
The shifting perception of disability in the 
workforce will be highlighted by AIM at 
their upcoming conference, “Embracing 
Ability: Redefining a Diverse Workforce” 
on March 12-13, 2013 at the Empire Land-
mark Hotel in Vancouver. It will bring 
together forward-thinking employers, 
innovative service providers and dynamic 
individuals with disabilities to focus on 
best practices for the inclusion of persons 
with disabilities in the workforce.

For more information, please visit AIM 
at www.abilitiesinmind.ca 

1 Labour Market Outcomes of Persons with Disabilities 
in British Columbia, 2009, http://www.bcstats.
gov.bc.ca/Files/2e52fd64-ea13-4418-8ed5-a
6f47a982b13LabourMarketOutcomesofPerso
nswithDisabilitiesinBritishColumbia.pdf
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“C
onstantly improve,” were the words of a wise, 
unknown individual. It seems a very simple prem-
ise, but it can often be a challenge. The challenge 
rarely comes from what to 

do next, but from the constraints that can 
be involved – financial, time and priorities 
to name a few.

When one looks at issues such as 
recruitment, one almost automatically 
thinks of employee recruitment, but the 
idea of ‘recruiting’ new customers is also 
an important consideration. As HR pro-
fessionals, we are all aware of the impor-
tance of the Certified Human Resources  
Professional (CHRP) designation, but at 
the end of the day, business leaders need to 
see the value in this designation as well. 

BC HRMA has been well aware of this for quite some time. 
Five years ago, 20 per cent of the BC HRMA membership had 
their CHRP designation. Since then, that statistic has moved up 

to over 50 per cent of members attaining their designation; this 
number increases to over 60 per cent if you include the CHRP 
candidates. In a recent member value survey conducted in BC, 

the primary reason that members join  
BC HRMA is to attain and retain the CHRP  
designation. This reason was overwhelm-
ingly larger than any of the other reasons, 
which included professional development 
and networking. Individuals clearly see 
the value of holding the CHRP to support 
their careers.

Recruiting business leaders is impor-
tant to strengthening the value of the 
CHRP; in essence, business leaders are the 
“consumers” of the CHRP designation. HR 
professionals that carry the CHRP desig-
nation bring a wealth of expertise to the 

table: the ability to see the people side of the business and help 
the organization navigate the complexities of talent management 
and employee relations is of value to business leaders. Creating 

Recruiting Brand Recognition
By  Maur e en C amp b e l l

“Recruiting 
business leaders 
is important to 

strengthening the 
value of the CHRP”

CHRP update

PeopleTalk Nov 2012
7.1875 x 4.9375” Best Buy Canada built its success on recruiting the 

best and building a strong corporate culture. That 
starts in our HR department with our CHRPs.
— Chris Taylor, VP, Human Resources, Best Buy Canada

Discover the CHRP Designation at bchrma.org/chrp

built its success on recruiting the 

CHRPs at Best Buy Canada’s Head-o�ce

http://www.bchrma.org/chrp
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awareness of the CHRP brand and establishing the value that 
it represents is a critical factor in ensuring the ongoing growth 
and success of the CHRP designation. Consumers will not con-
sider a brand they are not aware of, and, 
more importantly, without awareness you  
cannot build brand trust.

Brand trust is the intrinsic ‘believ-
ability’ that any entity or organization 
evokes. In the commercial world, the 
intangible aspect of ‘brand trust’ impacts 
the behaviour and performance of its busi-
ness stakeholders in many ways. It creates 
the foundation of a strong connection 
with all stakeholders, converting simple 
awareness to strong commitment. This 
changes normal stakeholders into devoted  
ambassadors, leading to significant advan-
tages, including perceptions of premium 
value.

In the last 18 months, BC HRMA has 
focused on promoting the CHRP brand 
by positioning the CHRP designation in  
various media and PR opportunities, 
thereby increasing the brand, brand trust and value of the 
CHRP. Using a variety of print and radio advertisements and 
sponsorship opportunities has increased the value of the CHRP  
designation to the point that CHRP holders are now considered 

expert resources for HR current affairs and news. Even the term, 
CHRP, is becoming more common place, which adds value to 
the designation and to the members of BC HRMA, as well as 

members of various provincial associa-
tions across Canada. This works to serve 
all HR professionals as recognition by 
business leaders and general population  
is growing.

This recruitment campaign has been 
very effective. A 2012 survey showed that 
50 per cent of those surveyed were familiar 
with the CHRP designation as compared 
to 11 per cent five years ago. As the value 
of the CHRP becomes more recogniz-
able, it positions those HR professionals 
with the CHRP designation on a different  
professional level. 

This is just one example of how  
BC HRMA supports the HR profession and 
HR professionals in adding value to the 
CHRP designation. It’s like Ralph Lauren 
said, “When you think of the blur of all 
the brands that are out there, the ones you 

believe in and the ones you remember… are the ones that stand 
for something.” 

Maureen Campbell is the communications manager for CCHRA.

“Brand trust 
is the intrinsic 
believability...”
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Mark Toombs, President of Toombs Inc. is pleased to make the following announcements:

After a highly successful 15-year tenure leading our Edmonton
operation, Tracey has accepted a new role as Senior Vice President
and General Manager of our Vancouver office.  With this move,
Tracey brings her extensive experience in human resources, career
management and transition, and corporate reorganization, to the
B.C. market.  Her penchant for excellence, and strong network and
customer relationships, will bring new opportunities for assisting our
customers in the marketplace.

vancouver@toombsinc.com       (604) 899-2095

Angela Anderson has been appointed to the position of General
Manager of our Edmonton office.  With a broad background in human
resources, organizational development and restructuring, learning,
recruitment and selection, and many other people-focused roles,
Angela brings both management and consulting experience to the
position.  Her past experience in corporate settings, as well as working
with small to medium-sized businesses, will be a tremendous benefit to
our customers and to furthering their goals.

edmonton@toombsinc.com       (780) 424-4700

http://www.toombsinc.com
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raising the bar

By  G raeme M c Far lane

C
omputers are everywhere. they 
say that the average cell phone 
has more computing power than 
did NASA when it sent people to 

the moon. Computers provide us with the 
conduit through which a large part of our 
communication now takes place.

The value of computer use in business 
is readily apparent. They help streamline 
work processes and allow employees to 
easily communicate with each other—
even over great distances. They also  
provide an information gathering plat-
form that is second to none.

With the explosion of computer use, 
issues particular to this technology have 
arisen. When individuals use technology, 
their conduct is often tracked and stored. 
Emails, tweets, Facebook postings, web 
browsing histories and others all provide a 
rich store of information that is unique to 
a particular individual. This information 
is highly revealing about an individual’s 
personal life. The care, storage and access 
to this type of information intersects with 
an individual’s privacy rights.

These issues are highly relevant to the 
modern workplace. Virtually all employ-
ers provide computers to at least some of 
their employees. The question of whether 
an employee has a right of privacy related 
to their computer use is relevant to many 
areas in the employment relationship.

In its decision of R. v. Cole, 2012 SCC 
53, the Supreme Court of Canada grap-
pled with the level of privacy an employee 
could expect in relation to his historical 
use of an employer provided computer. 
Although the case concerned a criminal 
conviction, the Courts’ discussion will 
assist employers in addressing privacy 
issues in the workplace.

In this case, Mr. Cole was charged with 
possession of child pornography under 
the criminal code. The alleged material 
was found in a hidden file stored on a 
laptop computer provided to him by his 
employer. During a routine maintenance 
operation, an IT technician discovered 

the file and reported his finding to Mr. 
Cole’s manager. The manager then turned 
the computer over to the police who  
ultimately arrested Mr. Cole. At trial, Mr. 
Cole brought a challenge to the search of 
the laptop alleging that without a warrant 
the police had violated his Charter right 
to be free from unreasonable search and 
seizure.

At the trial level, the judge agreed that 
Mr. Cole had a reasonable expectation 
of privacy related to his use of the com-
pany owned laptop. He found that the 
police should have obtained a warrant 
before viewing the material contained 
in the machine. Because they did not, he 
excluded the evidence found on the laptop 
because Mr. Cole’s section eight Charter 
rights had been violated. The Crown did 
not have any other evidence against Mr. 
Cole, so the charges were dismissed.

Two levels of provincial appeal fol-
lowed, and ultimately, the Court of Appeal 
for Ontario confirmed the exclusion of 
much of the evidence seized and sent the 
matter back for retrial.

The Supreme Court of Canada was 
engaged and it first examined the nature 
of the information stored on the computer. 
It held that the nearer the information 
lies to the biographical core of personal  
information, the more likely that an 
employee will be able to expect that 
the information will remain private. In 
this case, Mr. Cole had used the laptop 
to browse the internet. A review of his  
browsing history would reveal his  
interests, likes and propensities and this 
information went to the “biographical 
core” of personal information.

The Court then observed that the 
employer owned the equipment and had 
a patchwork of policies, practices and 
customs that reduced Mr. Cole’s expecta-
tion of privacy. It focused particularly on 
the fact that the employer had reserved 
ownership of all information stored 
on its equipment. The Court held that 
although the employer’s rules reduced Mr. 

Cole’s expectation of privacy it was not  
eliminated in circumstances of intrusion 
by the state. 

It confirmed that Mr. Cole’s Char-
ter rights were violated, but refused to 
exclude the evidence on the basis that 
the admission of this highly reliable and  
probative physical evidence would not 
bring the administrative of justice into 
disrepute (this is a fancy test that criminal 
lawyers use).

At the end of the day there are some 
important lessons for employers to be 
learned from the Cole case. The own-
ership and permitted use of employer  
provided computer equipment will be the 
focus of any judicial examination related 
to an employer’s monitoring of employee 
computer conduct. 

All employers should implement  
policies with the following components: 

• ownership of the technology and 
data are reserved to the employer; 

• a full description of permitted uses 
and prohibitions; 

• confirmation of an employer’s right 
to monitor computer conduct; 

• contravention of the policy may 
result in disciplinary action includ-
ing possible termination; and

• illegal/criminal use will be reported 
to the appropriate authorities. 

Of course all of the other rules for a 
valid policy would apply as well.

Decision makers are struggling to bal-
ance the interests of employees with the 
rights of employers in dealing with the 
ever changing technological landscape. 
However, we can see repeatedly that the 
better prepared employers are with respect 
to its policies and communications with 
its employees, the more likely that there 
will be fewer surprises and associated 
costs. 

Graeme McFarlane is a partner at Roper 
Greyell LLP which is a firm focused on  
partnering with companies to find solutions 
to workplace legal issues.

Policy, Property and Privacy:  
Employer-owned Computers
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A Healthy Cynic’s View of 
Social Media Recruiting
By  Dawn L ong shaw

W
hile people have always  
used social networks to find 
jobs through referrals, the 
move online has changed 

the recruitment process considerably. 
Social media in particular, connects orga-
nizations with vast networks of people 
across a wide range of industry sectors and 
companies. Without doubt, the utility and 
efficiencies introduced to the talent acqui-
sition process are commendable. 

However, for all the benefits of social 
media, there are some lingering nega-
tives—most of them rooted in our more 
traditional organizational moorings. 
What is needed is a balanced approach to 
putting the available tools to the best use 
and a willingness to change our offline 
processes accordingly. 

Let’s step back, look at some of the con-
cerns and see how smart business managers 
and HR practitioners can make the most of 
both worlds: the virtual and the real.

Branding a Double-Edged Sword
While much is made of the number of 
‘connections’ or ‘friends’ that social 
media can bring, its value as an employ-
ment branding tool is even greater than 
its ‘database’ appeal. That said, the cut-
ting-edge tools of social media can cut 
both ways. Businesses no longer have sole 
authority over what is being said; technol-
ogy has shifted the power of the message 
from corporate to the people.

Cla ims which companies make 
related to employment are being scru-
tinized. Simply by tapping into their 
social networks or visiting sites such as  
glassdoor.com or honestly.com, candidates 

are able to validate employment brand 
statements and value propositions on a 
24-7 basis. This holds true even outside the 
immediate recruitment experience as pro-
spective employees can get ‘live’ answers on  
Twitter, Facebook and internet forums to 
their questions about companies, their 
management, their recruitment process 
and the employee experience. 

In today’s e-centric world, employment 
brands are no longer controlled by the cor-
porate point of view. While a transparent 
online presence should be accompanied 
by such mission and mandate statements, 
prospective employees have grown brand 
savvy and are seeking authenticity rather 
than corporate propaganda. As a result, 
job seekers use social media to learn about 
the culture of your company. 

What questions are other applicants 
asking? What do employees say? How 
quickly does HR respond to questions on 
Twitter or Facebook? Given a keyboard 
and Internet connection, prospectives 
employee can learn more about a com-
pany than imaginable and/or sometimes 
desirable.

Does your organization live up to the 
expectations of its online presence? Smart 
organizations will be those which hon-
estly assess whether what they think they 
offer is what they truly offer. 

Building Better Offline Processes
From a candidate perspective, social 
media recruiting tools have dramatically 
changed how job seekers learn about 
companies and connect with people who 
work there. Rather than applying for jobs 
online, the savvy candidates often con-
nect directly with people who work for a 
company, and, in turn, get connected to 
the organization.

Unfortunately, most corporate recruit-
ing practices are incongruent with the 
expectations of these most mobile and 
motivated members of the candidate 
pool. Herein lies the greatest peril of social 
media in the recruitment process. Unless 
you have addressed the fundamentals, all 
best online efforts are mired by the brick 
and mortar follow-through. 

True enough, recruiting is tradition-
ally transactional in nature which does 
not necessarily make for a great candidate 
experience. However, a better experience 
is always possible. Is your application pro-
cess unduly painful? Are applicants tossed 
into the ‘black hole’ experience after first 
experiencing the ‘friendly touch’?

Social media makes it easier for employ-
ers to identify and craft relationships with 
top talent, but nothing kills a referral faster 
than a slow response. Make sure that your 
presence on Facebook or Twitter is not a 
version of ‘post and pray”, but more along 
the lines of ‘post and host’. 

Giving immediate access to a wider 
pool of potential talent, social media can 
provide instant outreach. The question is: 
‘Do you have the mechanisms in place to 
accommodate an instant reply?’ Moreover, 
hyperlinks back to your job site should 

“...nothing connects  
quite like people.”

http://www.glassdoor.com
http://www.honestly.com
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always include a mechanism for reply, 
otherwise you need to think about what 
the word of mouth is likely to be about 
your social media platform. If you do not 
respond within 24-72 hours at most, then 
the damage is done. 

If the dynamic online introduction 
only serves as a fashionable funnel for a 
depersonalized transactional recruitment 
process which has not changed for years, 
you can expect to hear about it through 
social media.

Personalizing the overall recruitment 
experience can dramatically yield results. 
Invite the ‘friends’ of the candidate to  
participate in the recruiting process by 
inviting them to breakfast or lunch with 
the candidate, asking them to lead com-
pany tours or sending ‘thank you’ notes 
post-interview.

Communicate, Participate, Adapt
It isn’t enough to use social media for out-
reach. Studies show that using networks 
merely as a broadcast channel does not 
generate the same results as those who 
engage with their ‘connections’, ‘follow-
ers’ and ‘friends’. This makes logical sense 
considering both the new media’s ‘social’ 
monicker and participatory means of  
perpetuation.

Seen in this light, social media encour-
ages the job seeker and prospective 
employer to ‘get to know one another’  
and empowers them with the tools 
required. That said, nothing connects 
quite like people.

One Approach Does Not Fit All
Networking is still about relationships – 
trust, confidence and familiarity – and 
online alone is not enough. Incorporating 
new tools into your kit does not mean dis-
missing or excluding what came before.  
Effective communication is an essential 
part of recruiting; there are simply more 

means by which to communicate. Identify 
and use a variety of channels to engage 
with candidates.

Above all else, remain an engaged par-
ticipant in the conversations that evolve. 
When recruiters do not pick up the phone 
to speak to candidates, rely on email or 
InMail or wait for electronic responses  
to job board postings, the candidate  
experience suffers. 

No matter how smart and fast the  
technology becomes, recruiting will 

always be about people—and while well-
used technology enhances effectiveness, 
it cannot replace ‘people focused’ pro-
cesses—such as picking up the phone to 
make a live connection.

Think not in terms of high touch 
alone, but of quality touch above all. 

Dawn Longshaw is a professional recruiter 
and managing director of Vertical Bridge 
(www.verticalbridge.ca), a Vancouver-based 
recruitment consultancy.

“Does your  
organization  
live up to the  

expectations of its 
online presence?”
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2013 programs offered
across Canada, please 
visit our website at:

irc.queensu.ca

http://www.verticalbridge.ca
http://irc.queensu.ca
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W
hen the job mar k et is t ight, desper ation  
may drive recruiters to hire someone who might 
not be the first choice. With the high cost of  
turnover, most prefer to 

hold out for the ideal person.
“Our goal is to hire the right people for 

right position so we have a better retention 
rate over time,” says Maurice Paquette, 
president and CEO of Coast Wholesale 
Appliances, a major household appliance 
supplier based in Vancouver, BC. “The 
savings are huge.”

Getting the right person into the right 
job can be tricky. Companies need to 
understand where people’s strengths lie and how they will work 
with colleagues and managers. The fit with the corporate cul-
ture is also becoming increasingly important as labour shortages 
in Saskatchewan, Alberta and B.C. drive companies to cast their 
nets in the international pool. 

To gain this understanding, smart businesses are beefing up 

their array of hiring tactics with scientific, data-driven solutions 
such as personality assessments. Coast Wholesale Appliances 
and more than 7,800 other organizations across the world use 

an assessment called the Predictive Index 
(PI). The tool is available in 65 languages, 
ideal for cross-cultural validation of  
candidates.

Developed in 1955, the PI measures 
a person’s underlying personality traits, 
such as extroversion, dominance and 
patience. Individuals check off a list of 
adjectives to describe themselves and the 
way others see them, and software calcu-
lates and analyzes the results. Companies 

can use the resulting two-page report on the inner drives of the 
individual to match applicants with current job opportunities.

“People can’t ‘game’ the system,” says Paquette, who has used 
the tool in several companies for more than 20 years. “It shows 
who people naturally are and if there’s a conflict in how they 
present themselves.”

“People know  
how to answer  

interview questions  
in the way  
you want”

Data-Driven Approach Helps  
Find Employees Who Fit
By  D oug M cC ann 

Ali Boromand, Concrete Lab Manager and
Harry Watson, President and General Manager, Metro Testing Laboratories 

Immigrant Talent
A Key to Business Success

“  We’ve hired skilled immigrant workers since day one 

and they have defi nitely contributed to the company’s 

success. We pride ourselves on being a multicultural and 

diverse organization with employees from around the 

globe. Skilled immigrants hold positions at every level of 

our company and strengthen the talent of our team.” 

–  Harry Watson, President and General Manager, 

Metro Testing Laboratories

IEC-BC champions innovative solutions for BC 
employers to attract, hire and retain skilled immigrant 
talent such as the new Employer Innovation Fund. 
Learn more about the Employer Innovation Fund and 
how IEC-BC connects employers to immigrant talent. 
Visit www.iecbc.ca.
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“People know how to answer interview questions in the way 
you want,” agrees Laila Lee, Recruitment Specialist, Canada for 
commercial real estate services company Colliers International. 
“PI has given us an extra edge in 
identifying the behavioral fit from 
the start.”

She adds, “In terms of turnover, 
the issue for most companies tends 
to be around the manager/employee 
relationship. Using behavioral assess-
ment lets us put the right people in 
the right role. We’re a fast-paced ser-
vice company, and we need detail-
oriented, organized people who can 
adapt quickly. Knowing someone’s 
natural style will help them stay in 
the role for the long term.”

Checking the fit between a potential employee and manager 
is effective for more than new hires. It also supports re-assigning 
hires placed in jobs for which they are not well suited, or to help 
when promoting employees.

Flynn Canada Ltd., a roofing, glazing and curtain wall 
services contractor, uses PI when an employee is up for  
promotion. Checking the individual’s natural tendencies against 
the requirements of the job allows the company to make faster, 
smarter staffing decisions. Additionally, insight into a person’s 
behaviour and workplace drives can help managers better  
motivate, drive performance and improve morale.

“We promote from within the organization, and a behavioral 
assessment is a good indicator of an employee’s potential for  
success in a future role or leadership position,” says Gerard  

Montocchio, Flynn’s vice president 
of HR. “For example, a person may 
be quite good at the technical aspects 
of the job, but may find it difficult 
to delegate responsibilities to others. 
Uncovering those behaviors or work 
styles leads to the right job fit.”

New managers at Microsoft 
Canada were early adopters of this 
data-driven approach to hiring. 
“The managers loved it because they 
were able to get to know their teams 
quicker and better,” says Randy  

Lenaghan, Microsoft’s vice president of enterprise sales. 
“After seeing its value, they quickly became evangelists for it  
throughout the organization.”

Personality assessments can’t replace the standard job inter-
view, but they do give companies a powerful tool to make bet-
ter hiring decisions. And when faced with fierce competition for 
candidates in a tight job market, that can mean the difference 
between settling for second best and making the right hire. 

Doug McCann is managing principal for the B.C. and Alberta branch of 
Predictive Success Corporation (predictivesuccess.com), the Canadian 
licensee of international management consulting firm PI Worldwide. 

HUMAN RESOURCES INSTITUTE OF ALBERTA

www.hrmetricsservice.org       1 800 665 1961 x125        join@hrmetricsservice.org

  Compare your results with over  
100 participating organizations from  
across Canada

  Learn more about the many benefits  
of joining the service at one of our monthly  
demos — next available demo is February 7th

www.predictivesuccess.com
http://www.hrmetricsservice.org
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I
t is now more than three years since 
Canada’s recession officially ended 
and the economy returned to a path of 
(modest) growth. During this period, 

the labour market has also rebounded, with 
the country adding approximately 820,000 
jobs and the unemployment rate edging 
lower. Still, 1.4 million Canadians remain 
without work, and many young adults in 
particular are having a tough time making 
their way into the job market.

People Without Jobs,  
Jobs Without People
Despite an economy that is still operat-
ing below full capacity, many employers 
report difficulties in finding workers. This 
points to a growing “skills mismatch” in 
the labour market. Mismatches refer not 
only to specific skill shortages, but also 
to more general gaps in qualifications, 
knowledge, training and education. In 
this situation, some people are unable to 
find jobs, even as employers complain 
they can’t fill vacant positions. 

The skills mismatch problem was  
vividly portrayed by former Ontario col-
lege president Rick Miner in his 2010 
book, People without Jobs, Jobs without  
People. Miner emphasizes two forces that 
are transforming the job market: popu-
lation aging and the development of a 
knowledge economy. He argues, correctly, 
that a larger proportion of young people 
will require some kind of post-secondary 
credential if they aspire to have produc-
tive careers. These credentials include not 
just university degrees, but also college 
diplomas, as well as recognized and por-
table qualifications in skilled trades and 
technology-based occupations. 

Pace of Change Widens Gaps
In a dynamic economy, certain industries 
are always expanding and others contract-
ing, so some degree of labour market mis-
match is inevitable. However, in a world of 
rapid technological innovation and accel-
erating knowledge obsolescence, the gaps 

between skills and job openings appear to 
be widening. When human capital depre-
ciates, training can play a critical role. 
While firm- or industry-sponsored retrain-
ing and up-skilling makes sense for exist-
ing employees, training new labour force 
entrants or workers transitioning from one 
industry to another is a more complicated 
task, one that calls for a response through 
government policy and targeted program-
ming. There is also the serious problem of 
those who lack the basic skills – literacy, 
numeracy, good work habits, etc. – needed 
to gain employment in most sectors. 

Regional Scarcity Highlights 
Mismatch in B.C.
Particularly in Western Canada, there is 
a regional dimension to the labour mis-
match issue. Regional labour scarcity can 
arise due to a lack of qualified local people 
to fill jobs in a given community. Mis-
matches also occur when suitably skilled 
people exist, but live in different regions 
(or do not meet employment criteria for 
other reasons, such as language barriers). 
In B.C., the pattern of reported skill and 
labour shortages suggests the province 
is indeed experiencing geographic mis-
matches: some job opportunities are in 
regions where the labour supply is inad-
equate, and some unemployed and under-
employed people in urban communities 
who do possess relevant qualifications 
are unwilling or unable to move to where 
the jobs are. This problem is likely to get 
worse as natural resource-based industry 
sectors continue to grow across West-
ern Canada – and as immigrants with a 
demonstrated preference for urban living 
come to make up an ever-increasing share 
of the population. 

Studies Target Mobility,  
Skills and Education
The past few years have seen an upsurge 
in research on skill shortages and mis-
matches. A study by two International 
Monetary Fund economists that looked 

at data from all 50 U.S. states concluded 
that local unemployment rates are linked 
to skill mismatches, as well as to housing 
market developments that have dimin-
ished workers’ geographic mobility.1 The 
authors estimate that the aggregate mis-
match between the supply and demand 
for skills in 2010 was about 1¾ percent-
age points higher than before the onset of 
America’s housing market meltdown in 
2007. A 2011 Brookings Institution study 
found that inadequate skills and educa-
tion among unemployed workers, rela-
tive to the requirements for available jobs 
in some occupations, was “hampering 
economic recovery in U.S. metropolitan 
areas.” 2

Aligning Efforts with Market Trends
What can be done to ameliorate skill 
shortages and other mismatches between 
labour supply and demand? The main 
lesson for policy-makers is to ensure that 
the resources allocated to publicly-funded 
education and training are aligned with 
economic and labour market trends. B.C. 
universities, for example, are churning 
out more teachers than will be needed in 
the next 10-20 years, yet the province isn’t 
training enough people in some skilled 
trades and technical occupations. B.C. has 
significantly expanded basic undergradu-
ate university education, but arguably the 
province hasn’t put sufficient emphasis 
on graduate-level training or the develop-
ment of advanced skills in the sciences, 
technology, engineering and mathematics 
(the so-called “STEM” disciplines); this is 
where demand for workers is expected to 
grow steadily in the years ahead. 

Shifts in policy and in the way taxpayer 
dollars are used to fund different areas of 
education and skills development can help 
to reduce the extent and persistence of the 
labour market mismatches that threaten 
to hold our economy back. 

Jock Finlayson is the executive vice-president 
of the Business Council of BC.

Skills Mismatch a 
Growing Concern
By  J o ck  F in layson

1 Marcello Estevao and Evridiki Tsounta, “Has the Great Recession Raised U.S. Structural Unemployment?,” IMF Working Paper (May 2011).
2 Jonathan Rothwell and Alan Berube, “Education, Demand, and Unemployment in Metropolitan America,” Brookings (September 2011).
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No Compensating for Poor Offers 
One of the most challenging parts of the 
hiring process is the salary negotiation. 
Since most people don’t work for free, 
compensation is obviously a very impor-
tant reason why people work. However, 
talented employees don’t just work for 
money. Today’s employment deals include 
many items, some of which can be easily 
quantified, and some which can’t. 

In the hiring process, one thing is 
almost certain—candidates would like 
to maximize their deal and get the high-
est pay they can negotiate. Managers, on 
the other hand, may have a very different 
number in mind, whether due to limited 
budget, concerns about internal equity 
with existing employees, or simply because 
there is a clear pay range for the position. 

What happens when you have done 
all your homework and you believe that 
what you’re offering is a fair and equitable 
salary—but it’s stilll not enough? Why do 
there always seem to be other organiza-
tions offering higher salaries than you? 

As we live in a free market society, 
no matter how competitive your offer is, 
there is always a possibility that someone 
else will offer higher. In recent years it’s 
become obvious that organizations need 
to utilize the “total rewards” concept effec-
tively – not only for their existing employ-
ees, but also for their potential employees. 

By selling your total rewards package 
effectively, organizations are showing 
candidates the true employment deal – 
not just the number on their pay cheque. 
Candidates will have a much fuller under-
standing of what they will receive if they 

join your organization. It also takes away 
some pressure during the salary negotia-
tion process as now the emphasis is on the 
overall value of the offer.

Here are three easy steps to ensure that 
you maximize your organization’s total 
rewards programs to attract, and secure, 
quality candidates:

1. Making a List: Build Up  
a Full Inventory

Many organizations have all the pieces of 
a comprehensive total rewards program, 
but haven’t spent time putting them 
together on one sheet. It is a rather easy 
thing to do: review your inventory of pro-
grams and summarize them together so it 
is easy for recruiters, hiring managers and 
candidates to understand the overall total 
rewards package. 

There are five elements of total rewards:
• Compensation
• Benefits
• Work-life
• Performance and recognition
• Development and career opportunities

Compensation
Salary is obviously a key element. How-
ever, many organizations also offer short 
term and/or long-term incentives. Some-
times it can be difficult to demonstrate 
the value of an incentive plan, especially 
when it’s an equity-based plan (stock 
options, for example). However, it can 
be advantageous to explain to candidates 
what the payout could be in different  
scenarios. Also, don’t forget some of the 

extra incentives your organization may 
provide, such as a referral bonus, project 
completion bonus or recognition awards.

Benefits
The list of benefits can be long, and most 
organizations have them summarized 
already. For those organizations with a 
retirement benefit, the biggest opportu-
nity is to make it easy for candidates to 
understand its value. Don’t just present 
the plan text, but also a few scenarios and 
real examples so new recruits can appreci-
ate its significant potential value to them.

Work-life
Work-life programs can range from 
flextime and telecommuting to health 
and wellness initiatives, to community 
involvement and volunteering pro-
grams. Today’s organizations have estab-
lished many programs to enhance their 
employee experience. These programs 
usually reflect the organization’s culture 
and values – which for many candidates 
can be the real differentiator when they 
choose their next employer.

Performance Management
It may seem strange to include this as a 
reward, but in many organizations the 
focus of the performance process has 
switched from appraisal to development. 
And accountability for the process is shift-
ing from manager-owned to employee-
owned, or at least shared accountability. 
Hence, employees can really benefit from 
a well-designed and well executed perfor-
mance process that includes, for example, 

Maximize the Value of Total Rewards 
in Your Hiring Process
By  Pete r  S au ln ie r,  CH RP  and  V incent  Chow

Alex, a recruiter in a mid-sized engineering firm, just got a phone call from Chris, a current candidate. Chris has been 
through three successful interviews for the role of Project Engineer and has received an offer from Alex for $60,000. 
Chris is now telling Alex that another firm has just offered him $75,000. Chris has decided to accept the higher offer 
and will pass on the one from Alex’s company. 

Alex is thinking – is there anything else I can do or say to save this deal? Or just let it be – after all, this is the fourth 
candidate this month who didn’t accept their offer. “Are we that off?” she wonders, as she walks to tell the Compen-
sation team that, thanks to their “competitive” ranges, they’ve just lost another candidate.
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out what would be the perceived strengths 
(and areas of improvement) for various 
groups, and then emphasize the most attrac-
tive items with each candidate group.

For example, for a retail company 
the majority of hires are frontline sales 
employees. The rewards emphasized in 
the hiring process for this group might be 
your flexible hours, or learning opportu-
nities, or very competitive branch bonus 
plan. Whatever they are, make sure that 
you present the most relevant rewards in 

a way that the candidate groups will best 
understand their value.

Follow these three steps and you’ll be well 
equipped to show candidates the true value 
of your offer. And that will give your hiring 
process the best chance to succeed. 

Peter Saulnier, CHRP and Vincent Chow are 
partners with Logan HR Management Inc. 
(LoganHR.com), a consulting firm specializ-
ing in career transition, compensation, and 
performance management.

goal setting which assists their career 
development, coaching meetings to help 
them perform well. 

Development and  
Career Opportunities
One of the common reasons that candi-
dates consider joining a new organization, 
especially when they currently have a job, 
is that there may be better opportunities 
in a new organization. Some learning 
and development programs that organi-
zations provide are easily translated to a 
dollar value to show to candidates. Oth-
ers may be more difficult, such as a formal 
coaching program, a career development 
initiative, or a job rotation program. For 
the “right” employee, these programs and 
opportunities are invaluable. 

2. Make the Data Come Alive
Once the list is done, focus on what you 
can do to make it easier for candidates to 
realize the value of all these items.

A great example is equity-based pay pro-
grams such as stock options or restricted 
stock. These can be a very effective way to 
create future wealth for employees, but it can 
be difficult for some candidates to visualize 
the actual potential. Companies should uti-
lize scenarios and visual aids to illustrate the 
earning potential and provide candidates a 
positive (but realistic) view of the program.

Similarly, many organizations have a 
good retirement program but struggle to 
demonstrate its value. The same approach 
can be used to bring it alive for candidates. 
Even for a straightforward group RRSP, 
instead of simply indicating in your offer let-
ters that your organization contributes 3 per 
cent, why not show it in real dollars based 
on earnings and help them understand the 
potential future value? Powerful stuff.

How about those total reward items that 
are harder to quantify? Be creative. For exam-
ple, for courses that are offered or for career 
opportunities within the organization, how 
about showing candidates real employee 
testimonials, even video clips, about their 
experience working with your organization? 
Or even share your training calendar with 
your candidates so they truly appreciate your 
investments in employee development.

3. Customize: Own Your Rewards
Once you have the full inventory, create a 
few variations based on your frequent hires 
and/or targeted demographic groups. Figure 

SAVE DATE
TH
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Calgary Symposium
Telus Convention Centre | May 29-31, 2013

Connect. Create. Collaborate. 
Join over 250 learning and development professionals in vibrant 
downtown Calgary for 3 days of education, and networking with 
your workplace learning peers from a wide variety of industries. 

Join keynote speaker Michael Wesch as he discusses The End of 
Wonder in the Age of Whatever. Dubbed “the explainer” by Wired 
magazine, Michael Wesch is a cultural anthropologist exploring 
the effects of new media on society and culture. His videos 
on culture, technology, education, and information have been 
viewed over 20 million times, translated in over 20 languages, 
and are frequently featured at international 
film festivals and major academic conferences 
worldwide. 

You’ll also explore various case studies on 
collaborative learning, elearning, instructional 
design, mobile learning and much more. 

Stay tuned for more info! www.CSTD.ca/Symposium
#CSTDcalgary

Sponsored by:

Michael Wesch

www.LoganHR.com
http://www.CSTD.ca/Symposium#CSTDcalgary
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voice and vision an exclusive PeopleTalk interview

Lang Knows Her  
Business (and Yours)

Heading into 2013, what are the 
primary ‘big picture’ elements that 
will continue to present a challenge 
for ‘business as usual’ in Canada?
The biggest challenges are those beyond 
our control – namely the threat of a new 
recession in the US (brought on by its 
inability to maneuver around the so-called 
Fiscal Cliff of higher taxes and lower gov-
ernment spending) and the threat of a 
breakdown in the Euro zone (which could 
take many forms). Because those challenges 
are beyond our control, it makes sense for 
Canadian business to focus on expanding 
and investing, albeit with an eye on the risk 
of recession. Just as a homeowner today 
needs to be mindful of rising rates and 
the risk of recession in planning expendi-
tures, businesses need to balance between  
prudence and expansion. Leaning too 
heavily toward prudence – which Cana-
dian businesses arguably are doing now, 
and hoarding cash – represents a very real 
domestic risk, as well as a lost opportunity.

If Canada is facing a challenge in its 
productivity gap, what are some of 
the means companies can leverage to 
fill the gap and fuel more innovative 
futures?
In the short term, using capital on hand 
to invest in their businesses is an easy way 
to improve the efficiency of a business and 
therefore its productivity. But ultimately 
productivity will be driven by innovation. 
It is often said that no business innovates 
for the sake of it – but only in the face of 

a need to do so. In order to create that 
need, and foster a culture of innovation, 
businesses are wise to open themselves to 
competition. That can be domestically, by 
expanding, or by increasing their export 
markets. Either way, we need the sense 
of urgency that comes from competitive 
pressure to make us innovate. And inno-
vation is the best route to productivity. 

How important to a company’s 
ongoing success is its recruitment 
process? 
Few things are as important to a business’ 
success than the people it can attract and 
retain. Matching the right skills to the jobs 
you have – and recognizing that not all of 
those skills come with a degree or diploma 
attached – can be a key differentiator for 
a business. Once on board, committing 
to training is an essential component of 
success. Canadian businesses have shown 
a poor relative record of training their 
recruits and staff. That’s an investment that 
many businesses should be making now.

What gives companies the edge in 
seeking to attract top talent—and 
what is the single most important 
contribution HR might make in this 
area?
Though the answer to this question may 
vary by industry, I truly believe that if 
a business wants to have fully engaged 
employees, delivering all of their capa-
bility to their jobs, then connecting 
with them on multiple levels makes a big 

difference. Internal cultures that foster 
a sense of the ‘why’ of the business help 
connect employees with their jobs, but 
also helps them see how their jobs are a 
direct line to the end goal of the enter-
prise. Making that connection for non-
front line employees (and sometimes even 
for those on the frontline) can be a huge 
contribution from HR. Helping to identify 
training or feedback opportunities is one 
of the ways to keep employees engaged.

How do you envisage the role of HR 
moving forward in an era of multiple 
demographic shifts and moving 
targets?
Because HR has been identified as one of 
the impediments to employee innovation, 
the hope is that HR professionals move out 
of their silo and seed the entire workforce. 
Acting as a conduit of information from 
employees to the systems designed to help 
them internally, and perhaps as impor-
tant, being themselves an ambassador of 
corporate culture – the ‘why’ of the enter-
prise – make HR professionals central to the 
success of a business. But some of the rules 
of how to engage employees are going to 
have to change. A new generation of work-
ers who live with social media will view 
much about the workplace – especially a 
traditional culture of hierarchy – with a 
jaundiced eye. Businesses can’t afford not 
to connect with those employees, and HR 
professionals may be best suited to help cre-
ate the system to engage them, using those 
same tools. 

Gemini-award winning business journalist Amanda Lang is CBC’s senior business correspondent, reporting 
for, and occasionally hosting, its flagship nightly news program, The National. She is also co-host of The 
Lang & O’Leary Exchange, a daily business program airing on CBC News Network. 

Taking her first job in journalism with The Globe and Mail, Lang subsequently became the New York 
correspondent for The Financial Post newspaper, before making the leap to television. Part of the team 
that launched the Business News Network, Lang moved to CNN as a reporter and anchor, before returning 
to Canada in 2002 to rejoin BNN and CTV; she has been with CBC since 2009.

Lang is author of the bestseller, The Power of Why: Simple Questions That Lead to Success, a book that 
shows readers how to reignite curiosity at any age to become more innovative and productive. She brings 
her engaging insights and style to BC HRMA Conference 2013’s plenary stage on May 2, 2013.
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